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IIANNON GOT
PLUMBING JOB
.ON PALMER HOUSE RECON-
STRUCTION WORK —CON-
TRACT AWARDED
CONTRACT CALLS FOR ABOUT
$10,000 IN IMPROVEMENTS
BIDS FOR THE NEW COUNTY
POOR FARM WILL BE
OPENED JULY 7TH AT
ARCHITECTS.
Mr. Lotiia A. Lagoenarsino Pur-
chased the Building and Busi-
ness of J. M. Gambill of
Sheffield, Ala.
Yesterday morniiig Mr. Edrward
Hannan was awarded the plumbing
arsdeheating comract for The Plamer
hotel rreonserucition work. The
-contract calls for about Sio,000 worth
of improvements in this line, a bath-
room and toilet washstand being
;faced in every room, also a radiator
connected with the steam beatina
company, the house thoroughly piped
and connected from one end to the
other and a complete pkimbing and
heating system instidled. Mr. Han-
nan %%tarts the work as soon as the
building is ready.
florist Brunson is now moving
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JUDGE REED WILL WIND UP
HIS SPECIAL TERM OF
CIRCUIT COURT THIS
MORNING.
Referee Bagby Hearing Aeguments
Showing Why Lawyers Think
Harris Case Should Be
Reopened.
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery
assessed a fine of Sop against Man-
ager William Malone of Wallace
park in the case where the latter was
charred with violating the Sabbath
just passed by permitting the differ-
ent features at the park to run full
force, including the merry-go-round,i
t 
cane racks, ball racks, theatre, helter-
skelter, etc.
1 County Attorney Alben BarkLylast evening, in speaking of the pub-
lications in the afternoon papers that
the poptdace opposed, prosecution of
the park management for running
wide open of Sunday's, stated that
no one had made any protest to him,
except Manager William Malone, the
the first floor of the hotel building, man fined. To the reverse the coun-
t Ild the first of next month the host- ty attorney said that from many
elry management commences- searing sides he had been spoken to by the
out that side of the building so the ,law-abiding citizens of the corn-
&ring room can he pieced on the , munity, who urged him to continue
ground floor, hack of the office. and ' the prosecutions if the law was
catching Gillum underneath it. The ex-magistrate, and Mrs. Margeret high school and one can imagine inincluding Brunson's present quarters.Isiolated again, and who upheld this
Contractor George Weikel has initial warrant and resultant fl horse W a g torn from the shafts, but Pden are surviving sisters, and Mr. what condition the yards ace leftne.
about finisheld excavating in the hotel Mayor Yeiser, in commenting on stood right beside the rig, as with Alfred Gillum his biother. around where the surface closets sit.I 
basement, which will be converted , the wide-open nature of the aurae- 1 I.' _......_ It is very unhealthy and the sueprin-
into an underground sitiory. The tions at the panic last Sunday, said he ' 54 • ... tendent would greatly like to see
concrete floor is being put in, while lived right across the road in his
Chicago, June 27 —Five hundred
Independent telephone operators a-e
threatening the trust's monopoly of
Chicago. They are gathered here
from Maine to California for the an-
nual convention of the Interstate
Telephone cssociatioq, and one of
the chief purposes of the meeting is
to create sentiment againit the Bell
monopoly in the second city of the
United States.
The efforts to break in on the
trust's control of Chicago will not
be -limited to creating sentiment,
however. The Chicago Commercial
association is to take a hand in the
proposed trust-busting, and to get
information as to the best way to
proceed.
Mr. Cheadle is secretary of the
Illinois Independent feiephone asso-
ciation, and is also secretary of the
Interstate Telephone company, one
of the largest independent systems in
the state. Besides that he is con-
nected with two more independent
concerns, and is accounted one of the
best informed and most influential in-
dependent operators in the country.
Action Is Concerted-
The action 61 the Commercial as-
sociation, which has an application
for a franchise before the council,
and has promised that if that fran-
chise is granted, tell relations with
-the independent companies of the
state will be eatablished with a great
improvement in the servics and a
-material reduction in charges.
Mr. Cheadle is expected to give
-the committee facts concerning the
extent of the independent lines
thtoughout the state, the charactir
of the service and the tolls charged.
And to get information the com.-
tittee members have picked out one
f the warmest advocates of "a free
writing morn on Fifth stevet. These
little aperture* are on a level with
the Fifth street concrete eideveralk.
and furnish lien and verstilation
bother him in the least, stdl he be-
lieved in a vigorous prosecution if
' the Sabbath was violated there, just
I the same as here in the city.
(Coneinued Page Six.) I (Continued on Pc.ae Five. )
TELEPHONE MEN TO
WAR ON THE TRUST
INIDEP'ENDEN TS GATHER IN CHICAGO TO CREATE SENTI-
1. MENT AGAINST BELL MONOPOLY — OFFER REDUCTION
IN TOLL CHARGES.
held and no favor" there is in the
state, •
• "It is ridiculous that Chicago, of
all places, should bar the independ-
ents," Mr. Cheadle said yesterday:
"Here we are all around you, vir-
tually at your municipal limits, with
a service that extends all over the
state. We offer you a better service
than you have have now, and at
lower rates, yet you won't have it."
Incidental to working u p
pendent" sentiment the operators
here may start a "gum-shoe" investi-
gation of the $acto,000 "yellow dog"
fund of the Chicago company that
was disclosed at the last council
committee hearing. Officers of the
independent association openly
charge that the methods tiasd by the
4.11r1Lpeoapla—towas41-
With Dead Hands Clutching Rein
Bruce Gillum Was Found Lying
Beside the Road Near Leader
WAS WELL KNOWN CHARACTER, WHO IN RACING DOWN
THE PUBLIC HIGHWAY WITH HIS HORSE AND BUGGY,
FLEW OVER EMBARKMENT AND ENDED CHECKERED
CAREER
Yesterday morning shortly after
3 o'clock the dead form of Bruce
Gillum, one of the best known char-
acters of this county, was found ly-
ing in a gulley beside the Colliers-
vine road, a short distance from
Leader, a small village fourteen
miles from this city, just across the
line in Graves county. The corpse
was cold in death, and the over-
turned buggy showed he had met
death by the rig overturning, falling
on him and breaking his neck. The
discovery was made by Mr. Denton
Mathias, a well known farmer of the
Melber section of the county, who
was coming to this city. Gillum's
neck was broken in two places, and
death must have been instantaneous. Bruce Gillum was 49 years of age
Gillum lived near Florence station, and a very socialable congenial and
seven miles from this city, and Tues- well liked man when sober, but un-
day had gone down near Leader to der the influence of liquor was a
another place he owned. In the holy terror. He came to this city
evening en route back he stopped at every few days, and for years would
the home of J. L. Thomas near get drink and then race up and
leader, and after being there a few down the streets and sidewalks with
moments, proceeded on his way his horse, greatly to the danger of
homeward. He had been drinking, anyone passing. The police arrested
and parties could hear his buggy him times without number, and being
racing down the road, the clatter of a well-to-do man he always paid his
the horses hoofs keeping time with fines and proceeded homeward. The
I the boisterous yelling of Gillum, who %officers have not had much trouble
generally raced at breakneck speed with him for the past six months, as
tip and down the public highways he was put under a $3oo bond which
when he was undev the influence of he would have to forfeit.
liquor. 
This
! served to cool his ardor somewhat.
The indications are that, just after He was born near Colliersville on
Gillum raced over the bridge near. the Mayfield road, but for years has
Leader, his spirited animal veered to lived in the Florence station neigh-
me side of the road, and the buggy borhood. He was married and
tcppled over the steep embankment, leaves two sons, Galon and Charles
plunging down several feet . and Gillum. Mrs. Massie, wife of the
SANITATION FUGITIVE WAS
OF SCHOOLS FOUND IN JAIL
SUPT. LIEB HOPES SOME-
THING WILL BE
a death grip, Gillum still clutched the
_reins attached to the brute that stood
a silent vigil throughout the night,
faithfully watching over the dead
form of its owner.
When Mr. Mathies came along he
noticed the overturned buggy, and
protruding portion of Gillum's body.
He quickly notified people of the
section, and Coroner Saffold of
Graves county held the inquest, that
rendered a verdict of accidental
death in the manner named. The re-
mains were then taken to his home
near Flor6ce station, where at 3
o'clock this afternoon the funeral
services will be conducted, with in-





CURS THIS EVENING FOR
THE COUNTY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
Attendance Increasing at the County
Institute Which Is Proving One
of Most Beneficial Ever
Held.
Supt. Lieb of the city schools will
next Tuesday night, at the monthly
meeting of the schoolboard, recom-
mend that something be done along
the sanitary line for the Washington
building where the many hundred
of children have to use the surface
water closets and toilet rooms. He
thinks something should be done by
all means to relieve the unhealthy
'and bad condition.
The city authorities are getting
plans for extension of the city sani-
tary sewerage system out Broadway
as far as the school, but it is not be-
lieved in official circles that this
work can be effected this summer,
as it is so late in the season.
Mr. Lieb says if the extension 'is
not made school officials will have
to do the best they can, and make
the premises as sanitary as possible.
Many hundred little ones attend the
something done to relieve the situa-
side wall imderneaeli the reading and operation of the /features did not
small windows have been cut in the country home, and that although the I
Enlarging the Electric Plant 
tion until the extensions are made.
ore Delays Calculated In
AFTER WEEKS OF WORK BY EXPERT ENGINEER JOHN
HOLMES, SOME NOW WANT SUPPLY HOUSES TO SEND
REPRESENTATIVES HERE TO SUGGEST PLANS—TERRELL
NOT MAKING REPAIRS SATISFACTORILY.
According to the decision made,
y.sterday afternoon at the board of
public works meeting, representatives'
of supply houses will shortly be in
the city to submit propositions to
the municipal officials, showing for
what they will sell the city govern-
ment machines and apparatus suffi-
cient to enlarge the municipal elec-
tric lighting plant up to the desired
capacity of 200 street corner arc
lights. This decision was made dur-
ing the meeting of the joint light
committee of the city legislative
boards with the board of public
works, all the latter being present
at the city hall, while Aldermen
Palmer and Hubbard and Council-
men Williamson and Katterjohn of
the committee were there.
In resuming consideration of the
light question, the committee and
board of works heard the repor's
submitted them by John W. Holmes,
the expert electrical engineer who
has been chosen to get up the plans,
showing what is needed to increase
the capacity of the city plant on
Madison between Ninth and Tenth
street. No action whatever was
taken on the engineer's reports,
which showed that the plant could be
increased to 200 street lights for the
present, and arranged so zoo more
could be added, while provisions
made for engines and boilers to furn-
ish power for 3o0 lights. That re-
port showed the system could be
increased to this extent, on the
direct' cureent basis, for $18,150,
while for the alternating current sys-
tem it would coat $19,250. The re-
ports were simply received and filed,
and on motion of Alderman Palmer,
Mr. Holmes was directed to write
five or six eleortical supply houses
to sedd representatives here to sug-
gest what they think is necessary to
(Continued on Page Four.)
"The Wages of Sin is Nall" -I
Up to His Oid Tricks When Slain
are worse than evtn those of the
Standard Oil company, and the dele-
gates here have a notion that a part
of the $200,000 many have gone to
keep them out of the Chicago field.
Say Chicago is Foolish.
Nearly all of yesterday's aliening
program at the convention was de-
voted to telling Miss Chicago that
:he is utterly foolish and is standing
in her own light in keeping out the
independents. It was made perfectly
:clear that one of the reasons for
holding the meeting here was to
create sentiment for the independ-
ents. Col. James Hamilton Lewis, as
the mayor's substitute, started it in
the address of welcome, E. H. Moul-
ton of Minneapolis backed him up in
his response, and President James B.
Hoge rubbed in the fact that Chicago
is absolutely at the mercy of the
Mists in hit annual address.
"You are doubly welcome becihse
we see in your coming a promise of
(Continued on Page Two.)
New York,, June 27—The biblical
prophecy, "The wages of sin is
death," never was better exemplified
than in the dramatic slaying of Stan-
ford White in the Madison Square
Roof Garden, whither he went on a
sinful mission to keep an engage-
ment with a pretty show girl, he
having only a' short time previously
slipped away from hii grown-up son
to saying that he was obliged 'o
keep an important "business" en-
gagement.
But for the little excursion that
White took behind the stage, Harry
Thaw, the murderer, probably would
not have known that his victim was
within shootiog distance.
Thaw did not know that White
was in th garden until he walked
behind the \scenes, a privilege that
he enjoyed find had made the most
of. Both Mr. land Mrs. Thaw noticed
the architect then for the first time,
?rid it was duang the fifteen min-
utes that White 'remained behind the
scenes that they rehearsed their
often repeated talks that White
a destroyer of young girls, and the
'knowledge that he was the
traduter of Mrs. Thaw when she was
:nnocent, in her teens, freshened it-
self in Thaw's jealous and excitable
mind for the second time that night.
the 'thaws having seen White and
his son during the dinner hour at :he
Cafe Martin, where it is alleged
White Pointed Mrs. Thaw out to a
friend as having been one of his
victims. •
After Pretty Girls.
The performance itself was of no
interest to White. He had seen the
show time and again. He witnessed
carry rehearsal of the company be-
re ft opened at Atlantic City and
had plenty of opportunities to chat
with the girls and a 'majority of
them knew about him. In fact,
White 'always made it his business
to. get acquainted with the pretty
girls.
Its Petition as an officer of tits





This evening at the Lone Oak
college in the county, the commence-
ment exercises will be held by the
(Continued on Page Four.)
WILL SMITH, COLORED, 5
WANTED AT NASHVILLE
LOCATED IN COUNlY:
JAIL IN THIS CITY
HENRY RUFF, COLORED, IS
CHARGED WIT HSTEAL-
ING PANTS AND SELL-
ING THEM.
miss Lillian Gibbs of Dresden,
Writes Jewelers to Keep Look-
out For Her Stolen
Watch.
••••••••••1••=••••••••
The officers yesterdayolearned that
'the negro, giving the name of Will
Smith, and who ia being held in the
county jail nn.elve, charge of cutting
Will. Martin, tolored, is wanted at
Nashville where be wit be taken to-
day when the authorities horn there
arrive. The charge against him at
the Tennessee capitol is that of
grand larceny. •
Yesterday Chief Collins received a
letter from. Robert Sidabottorn, chief
of deteceives for Nashville _eating
that the Nashville officers wantedoa
negro named Jim McClellan, alias,
Jim Nance, who had been running
between here and Evansville on the
steamer Joe Fowler. Detective Side-
bottom gave a minute description o
the desired daricy, and Chief Colli
put Detesaive Moore on the cal
The laner went to the boat
came in yesterday and made inqui
for MinClellan or Nance, but was
no such darkly was employed a
Nfr. Moore then showed the de
tion given by Chief Sidebottom
at this therboat officials said
thought it may be a negro rous
named Will Smith. who was is
mg held on the cbarge of ciro'
other of the crew named W I Mar-
tin, across the bead dturin'a fight
aboard the steannt4 last' week Smith
had beets arreeterr by Offir. Long,
(Continued de Pace se.)
WHITE'S RICHES AND GIFT
A LURE TO BEAUTY OTHS
ikMILLIONAIRE SLAIN BY HARRY THAW KNOVitl TO POLICE
THROUGH RIBALD REVELRY WITH YOUNG GIRLS—SUCH
VIPERS A CURSE TO SOCIETY.
New York, June 27—Sinister re-
ports have reached the police of the.
life and conduct of Stanford White.
They indicate that the noted areni-
tect and clubiman stooped to strang
and unusual practices. They spell a
story which might better have oc-
curred in the Neronian period of the
'Young Girls Their Guests.
Both Stanford and Stanford White
gave dinners and other entertain-
ments its this interbly furnished suite
of rooms which 1,vere talked about in
whisper, in the clubs and boudoirs of
society. gutters were young
girs of eurpaissoing beauty and charm
Roman empire. of poier, hut socially obscure. One
The police know that White had or two other men boon cornipaniona
paid ardent devotion to at least a of the hosts also were bidden to join
score of beautiful girls still in their the festivities.
early teens; that he had clothed them Stanford, a tall, bristly bearded
in costly raiment, had showered jevr- man, with appearance, somewthal
ela and money upon them with a
prodigality that stopped at nothing
for the accomplishment of the man's generous build, with full, clean shay-
purpose. The police declare that ern face, wouki meet their guests of
Stanford White knew these maidens the late evening in the doorway of
for no cl purpose; that he and the apartment.
eirnilar to "Sir Icahn Falstaff," wit&
Stanford White himself a man nf
several other noted men have model The girls of the party (they were
a practice for years of devoting hours not old enough to be called women)
of every day and immense sums for had just corne.from the playhottse or
the sinister gratification of their de- their 'homes in quiet apartment
sires. hotels. The police say that their
Police Captain Hodgins of the hosts would nattier them into a gorge-
West Thirtieth street ("Tenderloin") civilly fitted banquet hall where a
police station said tonight that the' collation would be served and they
unlimitedbuilding at 8 West ,Twenty-eightlf
street had been under police sureil-
lance for months past because of as-
tounding reports that had been re-
ceived of the curious and fantastic,
happenings; that oceured on the top
floor.
The top floor of 8 West Twenty-
eighth street is leased by a man
nairreedy Joseph Stanford, a dilettante
in the arts, who is as well known in
the exclusive society of Paris and
Lit-melon as NE is to the .",too" of New
Yiork and Newport
Joseph Sanford was the friend of
Stanford White, and the somposous
aparement that embrace, th entire
top floor of 8 Wiest Twent -eighth
!street was jointly used 1y oth, al-
though it is *d that ord hadi
offier apartmKts
would he supplied with
quantities of chanapaign.
Thereafter the youthfuj models,
Chorus girls and shop s would
pose for their host', whrvou14 get
out palette and brush and paint the
lovely creatures as Aphrodite arising
from the eel, as wood nymphs we
play with Myna as the binning and
lare-consumed Sappho, as fair vic-
tims on the sacking of an Oriental
city.
Meanwhile the virinOnspired songs
and cries of the guests of Stanford
and Stanford White would reach the
ears of the policemen and deitectivee
on the street without. who were
waiting, waiting for enough con-
clusive evidence to raid the place.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
'AGED LADY'S
SERIOUS FALL




AND IS BADLY BRUISED
MR. FRANK JUDGE WILL RE-
- -TURN--1 10-14TEANTA -AFTE
BEING OPERATED ON
HERE
City Clerk Henry Bailey Able to Be
at His Office Yesterday for First
Time.
A badly broken arm and severi!
bruises on the body were the injuries
sustained yesterday morning about 17
o'clock by Mrs. M. B. Stubblefield,
by falling from the garret at the
residence of her brother-in-law, Mr.
JosePth Wright, the tobacconist, of
Fourth and Clay streets. The in-
juries are made all the more serious
on account of her advanced age.
Only four months ago she fractured
heir hip and was just recovering from
this when the surond mishap oc-
curred.
Mrs. Stubblefield resides at the
Wright home and had gone to the
attic to look for some toys for little
William Wright, the son of iher
neiphew, Mr. William Wlright, the
banker. Tfsere is a libtle stair leading
from the second floor into the attic,
while to get into the latter one has
to crawl ,rough the small opening
at the head of the steps. While
walking around in the dark attic Mrs.
Stubblefield ste-ppedi into the hole
leading to the stairs and fell to the
next floor. It i miraculous that her
neck Teas not broken, as she lauded
in a heap upon the upper portion of
her body. An examination, however
developed the *act that only her
right arm. near the uhoulder, wa3
broken, while severe body bruises
were sustained.
Wagon Hit by Car.
Yesterday morning about to
lock two boys, driving the wagon
Ti wrier Will Scott, were going
n Broadway between First and
net streets, when a street car
ached. The boy driving turned
nitnal in such a way that the
hart ell right across .the track in
front the car. but the motorman
pre % d anything serious S'Y
quickl reveesiner his motor and held
the ca off the prostrate form of
the bru The boys were k-riorticed
fr% seats, but not hurt.
itting Much Better.
Mr P tk Judge Is raunily recov-
ering fr the operation he under-
went a few days ago at the railroad
hospital, at velltch time Chief Surgeon
Mtrrell tiperlted on hint for fistnle
Tie has beete moved back to the
home of Iris erother on Washington
near fifth street, andl will by the
keel) of next week he able to return
to Atlant, Ga., aml resume his con-
nection with the office maintained
there by the loan comtpany controlled
by Mr. Ottorge C. Wallace of this
city. He has been located there
for the past year or two but came
borne for the opecation.
Able To 13,- Ceut.
City Clerk Hlenrv Bailey was yes-
terday. able to be down at his office
In the City Hall for the first time
• *ice last week'. having been confined
gen,: 7111) ireakid ,. .1 :;;;41 ovr
-work. He is very %%lea k and -in X
few days. after recovering sertne
hie strength, will go to Dawson to
sojourn for several weeks and • re-









for that resort the first of this. wed:,
but his. condition would not permit.
License Inepector George Lel-whore)
is looking after his office while he
is oonfined.
Both Resting Well.
INIesers. E. P. Noble and George
Katterjohn art both resiting well,
each being attacked -with appendici-
tis The doctors last night an-
nounced that if Mr. Katterjohn con-
tinued doing as well until this eve-
ning aS he has been doing since yes-
terday niorning be will get well. oth-
erwise his recovery is doubtful.
Mr. Noble is at Saunders Fowler's
'home just this side of Arcadia, and
his condition will not permit an oper-
ation. "' He was resting all right early
this morning, but in a serious con-
...Jill... The ti, 
Louis arrived yesteridiay afternoon at
3 o'clock to attend him.
Bruised Knee Joint.
'Nfrs. Lena I ham of North Sixth
near Monroe. its confined to her bed
with a sievere bruisied knee joint.
caused by slite)ing on a banana peel-
ing while on the Chruleau Springs
hoted veranda, and toppling off to
the ground several feeet below.
Leg Fractured.
Yesterday morning the "core" of
a huge log tolled upon the leg of
Vernon Billington at the baeket fac-
tory in Nfechanicebtirg and fracttwed
the limb in two places, one bone
protruding through the. lacerated
e
Win. Parker yesterday run, a rusty
nail clear through his foot at the
same place.
Artery Severed.
Jeff Burton ie communed with a sev-
iored artery of his wrist, mused by
a bottle bursting in his hand at the
coco-cola factory on Fifth and Jack-
son streets. The broken lass cut
'his wrist badly.
TELEHONE MEN
TO WAR ON TRUST
(Continued From First Page.) ,
rclief from the monopoly that is try-
ing to throttle us," Col. Lewis told
the delegates. ''The mayor has
given the best work of his career in
trying to relieve Chicago of the
hampering grip of trusts, of which
tione have so maliciously and persist-
ently tried, for its own ends, to
strangle the growth of the city as
liar the telephone monopoly."
"We are naturally surprised that
great Chicago should submit to the
trust." Mr. Moulton said, "when of
thc 1,5oo,000 telephones in the terri-
tory tributary to the city, more than
:,000poo arc operated by the inde-
eendents."
Censure Trust Methods.
"Why. should the municipal author-
it'es be so reluctant in granting
franchises?" President Hoge asked;
"Is it not that ,some restraiiiing in-
fluence has been brought t4I bear
We know what the Bells do to beat
opponents. The methods of
the Standard Oil 'company are above
board compared to those of the tele-
phone trust."
The convention will begin discuss-
ing business matters today. The
things that it is hoped to accomplish
:re the standardization of equipment,
generalization of rules and regula-
tions and ways of keeping accounts.
One of Ili. delegates to the con-
sention is 5f.arjin J. Lyttleton, a
former president of the borough of
Becooklyn, who placed Alton B.
Parker in nomination at the St.
Louis Democratic convention. He
comes to tell the independts that the
way has been cleared for, them to en-
ter New York.
There will be a banquet tonight at
White City, at which Col. J. B.
Powers of- Louisville will preside.
The Auditorium, where the conven-
tion meets, looks like a telenhon
bazaar. The manufacturers take up
two floors with their displays.
Opening Crow Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets will le- sold to St-1H-
dan Wyo., Billin• s and Mile e City,
Indian Chief May Be Senator
From New State of Oklahoma GEE IHROUfill
YOUR CORRESPONDUNCECHIEF QUANAH PARKER, OF T HE CAMANCHE TRIBE TILEMAN-1-11S. MOHER WAS A WHITE WOMAN, CAPTURED
WHEN A CHILD—KNOWN AS THE "INDIAN MILLION-
AIRE."
•
It is quite likely that an Indian
will be one of the senators from the
new state of Oklahoma, according to
the dispatches.
Chief Quanah Parker, of the Ca-
canche tribe, who is spoken of as the
probable senator, is one of the most
inflential and progressive Indiins in
the west. His mother was Cynthia
Ann Parker, a white woman, who
was stolen as a child from her par-
ents. The story of her capture, her
life among the Comanches, her mar-
riage to a chief of the bribe, her re-
capture by the whites and her prefer-
ence for the people of her adoption
forms one of the most romantic tales
of the early days of Texas. Chief
Parker was born about 1854 and has
been a valiant advocate of the rights
of his father's race.
The chief smokes his pipe of peace
not in a tepee, but on the veranda of
his residence, a structure of some
pretensions, and he has many men,
both Indians and whites, in his em-
ploy. He has thousands of heads of
cattle, and his extensive lands are all
inclosed by neat fences. The chief
has been called an "Indian million-
aire," but it is said that the amount
of his wealth is probably not in cx-
cess of $7oo,000.
In the act recently passed provid-
ing for the opening up to settlement
of 505,000 acres of grazing lands be-
longing to the Kiowa, Comanche and
Apache tribes it was provided that
none of the lands should he sold for
less than $5 per acre.
M first the Intlians concerned
were opposed to the plan to open up
their lands, but since they have come
to understand the fact that their
funds would be largely increased by
the change they have adopted a fav-
orable attitude toward it. Chief.
Quanah Parker of the Comanche
tribe „RAIL fj.i.i.t.f Lone Wolf  of  _the
Kiuwas are among those who favor
the sale of the lands. The bill orig-
inally fixed $1.5o as the minimum
price for an acre in the sale, but
President Roosevelt refused to in-
dorse 't unless this minimum price
per acre was raised to $5.
Tilt lands of the Comanches, Kio-
was and Apaches which are to be
opened for settlement are in Okla-
homa. Other Indian lands are also
to be thrown open soon, and these
are located in Montana and Wyom-
ing and form part of the reservations
of the Shoshone, Flathead and Crow
tribes. About L000,000 acres of the
Crow reservation in southern Mon-
tana and about the same amount of
land in the Shoshone reservation in
Wyoming are to be made ready for
white settlement, while several hun-
dred 'thousand acres will be opened
in the Flathead reservation near Mis-
soula, Mont. On the latter reserva-
tion the government has already
been at work converting the land
into productive ranches by artificial
irrigation. The Crow Indians are in
the main industrious and are noted
as stock growers. They are also en-
gaged in agriculture and for the pur-
pose of irrigating their land have
constructed a ditch which supplies
too,000 acres with water.
Subscribe For The Register
With a Desert Ahead
OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD SAVE
ENOUGH OF YOUR SUPPLIES TO SURELY TAKE
YOU ACROSS IT
With Old Age Ahead
BRINGING SICKNESS AND LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT,
ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN AS
YOU GO ALONG.
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY WE
WE WELCOME SMALL ONES AS WELL AS L• !ZGE
ONES.
Four Per Cent. paid on Savings Deposits
Open Saturday Nights










roo6, inehisive final limit July Toth,
19:76. Round trip rate r29.90.
WOMAN iiIDES IN
CATTLE CAR
Destitute, She Wears Husband's
Clothes and Travels from Den
ver to Omaha With Ani-
mals.
Dressed in her husband's clothes
and in charge of a car of cattle, Mks.
Kate MjIler made her way from
Denver to this city, while her hits-
band rode in a paseenger train on
a pass, sere an Omaha telegram.
George H. Millier lost all his
tag-ably possessions in the San Fran-
cis/co fire. They iwent to Denver
with one of the trainloads of refu-
gees wihfich left the stricken city
eater the disaster. but he failed to
find work. A friend secured a pass
for Miller, on which his description
was punched, so that Mrs. Mialer
could not ride on it. Miller, how-
ever, also had an offer to go to
Omaha in cleerge of a load of cattle.
Mrs. Miller declared she would cut
her heir, wear ereorgr's clothes. and
ride on the cattle train. Raelibing
South Omaha atilt morning, she met







....of the Highe.44 Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
=2--
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.








for Sick and Injured 014.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE
NEW PHONE 334 PAIOUCAH, KY.
qial
•
CENTto r big II IT WLL .101.Tetta 111theTIRESSal nkII(
•from says.
at awe
rie on der k4id 3f germ, until have received our complete Free
bosom illustrating Sad descr4gevery kind of Ittriewrade and Pew-grad,
bitles. old patterns sad latest models. and learn of our reloar xable LOW
Pale= and wemineful weer Were wade possible by wng from factor)
direct to rider with No middlemen's meats..
WE WISP ON 411,11OVAL minims/ a cosi &yard, Pity taw Freight an.
allow 10 Demi .21111 'Trial sad make other liberal terms which no othei
house in the world will do. You will :eara everythlag and get much vale
information by simply writing us a postal
We need. alklige agea( in every town and can offer an opportunitj
be make mammy to astitaldit young men who apply al cam
.5. per '):1,r.
PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES "I LY
.80 
$4. 8 0
WE/ Will Sell WKS, TACKS
YOU a Sznapfo OA ALAS1.1914T LEI
Pal,' far Comfy OVT niE AI
(CAliet ITM ORDEN 04.00
NO MORE TROUaLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result a 75 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
-rUS. FINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Notioe the thick robber tread"A" stud peastere 'trips "Si"
Serious punctures, like intt ntional knife cuts, can sad *.ls." n/ses rim strip "Ill"





"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's1
Time which is your time.2 .fts
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
24! BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTII STREET, LOUISVILLE. KY.
111/ALOW any other manufacturer or dealer ia the world.
DO NOT BurA BICYCLE
to se peessot rim cutting. Tido
Two Handfed Thousand pairs ••ors la actual um Ow tire will outlast any othernuishm—i•OPT. ILLAtirmesvc,4-ftvo Tkossaad pairs sold Iasi year. EASY ItLIO11413.
OESORIP77aNs Made in all sizes. It I. lively and easy riding, very durable awl line-I in. ide
with • special quality of rubber, witkli never becomes porous and which closes up sni.t:1 punctures •
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied curt.iners stating
that their tires hare wily been pumped up once or twice in • whole season They weigh no more than
as ordinary tire, the puncture resisting Auillities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "holding _Bock" emulation commonly felt when riding on a•ph
or soft roads fa overceele by the patent" Musket Weave- treed which prevents all air (foci Icing
squeezed out between the tire and the road tints overcoming all suction. The regular price I these
tires Is SS.50 per pelt., but for advertising imrp•iiien we are making a special factory price to el, ode,
of only trso per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship COD on approval
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
we wilt shows etah dial:le/Mt of 5 Tier cent (thereby waking the price 84.55 per pair) dyeri mesa
rut.s. CASH WITH OfILDEil and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and . 4o Sampson metal puncture clown on full paid orders (thew metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gazhee). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense U for any temon they are not satisfactory on examination,
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as. sate as in a bank. Ask your Poetmaster,
Banter, Express or Freight Agent or the ltdttor of this paper about us. If you order • pair ol
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer an" look
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that yeti will be so well picased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to seed us • email trial
wder " °ace' hence 
this 
milarkable thiruei-encalt rp-. wheals. saddles. pedals, parts and repairs. an
00ASTEANBRAKES, everything in the bit_ ycle line are sold by us at hall thwuanaf
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUN DitY catalogue.
I DO NOT wan' )1;!it auspaair postalres °PI apnOyor
'wonderful den we are making. It only costs. postal to learn everything. Write it NO
untIl you know time 
W. ,
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. 0̀.1 L" C 101180. ILL
••••••••••
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line of
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled 
etc. various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South P ourth Se, 325 Kentucky Avenue,
Paducah Transfer Company
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for 110fticea
Handling Freight, Machinery 22nd ana inonr00.
and Household moods. tiothrP;ion411













BY MIXT TUESDAY IT IS THINGS GETTING
THOUGHT HE WILL
BE ALL RIGHT.
j. D. Overstreet, Saloonist, Charged
With Keeping His Place Open
Last Sunday.
Nelson Ellis, colored, will not be
tried until next Tuesday for shooting
at Officer Aaron Hurley several
nights ago in the dark room on "Red
1' , 'v" t '.hout Seventeenth rind
--TOMZigfe- —4-free-a:— When rudgz•
Sanders called the case yesterday
morning in the police court Ellis
could not appear on account of his
injured kg, so the matter was con-
tinued over until next week.
Washington, the negro with Ellis
e night of the battle, was dismiss-
of the case charging him with
rying concealed weapons, while





Mr. Dorian Will Remain at His
Office Every Night This Week
Beginning This Evening
......•••••••••l•••••mgrvoiho,
Business is quite rushing at przs-
cut with City Treasurer John J.
Dorian, who is daily collecting thous-
-ands of dollars for municipal tax
7." 
 pur-
V ;•-r—ee ,t 
hundreds of tax payers e.ictx de-
positing their money and receivini9 in
return the receipts showing liquidda-
non of the obligation.
Mr. Dorian said yesterday that
clnimencinguthis evening he would
Veep his offike open every night un-
til the end of the week for benefit
of those property owners who could
not get down during the day.
He will remain open until about 914t1 costs. !o'clock every night except Saturday,
There was laid over unitl tomorm when he stays there later. This is
row the warrant charging Will Jef- I quite a convenience for many as
fetson, colored, with stealing a set large numbers of people cannot get
of harness from a man named down except after nightfall.
Tucker. The penalty goes on next Monday
J. D. Oveottreet was up on the morning. so all who do not pay by
charge of keeping his saloon at 'Eight, then have to stand for the ten per
and Boyd streets, open last Sunday. 'cent penalty.
He was given a continuance until to- / Mr. Dorian collected something
Cay :like Sto,000 yesterday and it has been
The discsderly conlact charge reening in this neighborhood for theagainst Sophia Wilson was continued past few days. Yesterday it lookedentil today. i like the most of the payers wer.•Will Rucker was fined S5 for 1 small property owners. It would4 bebreach of the peace, while a similar best for all to pay their taxes at7m-rant agliainst Will Nemo and once, as the last day before the pen-loltn Smith was filed away. alty goes on tilk office is crowd-Lillie Starr, Addie Naylor and cd it generally takes an hour or twoGeorge Stone were up for a hrearh to get to anyone.
of the peace. All were fined $to ex- I
cept the Naylor woman who got a The devil
$t aseessment. get hie .due.
gets up pretty early to
4=••••=1.
The Man Who Caused Packer's Fight
Advocates Municipal Slaughterhouses
Upton Sinclair, the author of the
"Jungle" which has in reality started
.the entire packing house scandal, is
-1111- advocate of municipal 'Lighter-
houses. lie believes that this is the
only effective solution of the prob-
lem, although he says that the Beve-
ridge amendment is good so far as
it goes. Interviewed recently, he
said. 'There is no doubt that this
amendment will become a law; but a
few months after its enactment it
will be forgotten and former con-
ditions will be resumed. I say former
conditions, because the Chicago
packers have cleaned up house and
Ire now able to make a show of s-ir-
tue which they never possessed, but
it is impossible for them to conceal
the fact that they have sent out mil-
lions of cans of 'potted chicken'
made of bob, or day-old veal, mil-
lions of cane of roast beef made of
cow udders and gristle, and that all
this vast output has been treated
with chemicals to conceal putrefac-
tion and to preserve the stuff sold
under a false name.
Government Slaughter House in
Europe.
"Every slaughter house in Eng-
land, Germany, and Belgium is own-
ed by the government. There is no
chance to graft, because the slaugh-
ter of cattle and the sale of meat is
distinct and separate. The govern-
ment kills for anybody, and charges
so much a head. Twelve samples
are cut from each animal and sub-
jected to a microscopic examination.
If the meat is unhealthful it is con-
demned and destroyed The saitigh-
ter houses are as cicanly as modern
hospitals, and not to be compared in
any way with the filthy shambles we
endure here.
Answering a Howl.
"As an additional precaution
against graft, it is provided that the
loss incident to condemnation shall
fall on the breeder or selkr of the
cattle and not to the buyer. This
cotrApels the cattle breeder to care
for his stock in a scientific and sani-
tary manner. Thale answer, the
violent protests of the western cat-
tlemen, who were forced by the beef
trust to inundate President Roose-
velt with telegrams of objection to
the Beveridge bill, until it was dis-
covered 'hat the making public of
the Reynolds-Neill report would
I work more damage to the business
of canning dyed hob veal and selling
it as chicken.
l The oppsition to the bill was not
because the packers feared it would
interfere with their fraudulent prac-
'kelt, but because it would impose
upon them a tax of $2.00m000 a year,
to pay for the inspection, which is
nothing more or less than advertise-
ment for their bogus goods in for-
eign countries
Mr. Sinclair's Solution.
"Every city in the United States
should have municipal slaughter
houses. All private slaughter houses
should be abolished. The result of
such a condition would be to break
the power of the packers' trust. They
would have to sell out at cost the
slaughter houses fit for the killing of
food animals, and destroy those that
are Itnir—that is the only solution1KANSAS WHEAT BELTof the problem, which is now recog-
nized as of huge importance to the
people of this country, and the only.
,wory the public opinion can be en-
lightened is to permit the commis-
sioners appointed by Presirdent '
Roosevelt to make public the full,
story of the horrors they found in I
the head center of the great depot of
reception and distribution in Chicago...
"The packers know that their very
life depends upon the approval of
foreign nations, and they know that
the stamp of governmental approval
abroad is regarded as the hall mark
of excellence. They know that the
millions in Europe understand offic-
ial indorsement to be an absolute
and unassailable guarantee and they
regard official indorsement by agents
of the United States government in
the same light and with the same
confidence."
/taints of Boveridgpe Most In-
spection Bill.
Provides for rigid postmortem in-
spection of all cattle, swine, sheep,
and goats killed for human consump-
tion. All meats found healthful shall
he tagged, and all meat found un-
healthful shall be destroyed.
All sclaughterers and packers and
all others engaged in preparation of
meat products must admit inspect-
ors to all parts of their establish-
ments.
All canning, rendering, salting, and
packing products arc included, arid
any products treated with dyes or
deleterious chemicals or preserva-
tives shall be condemned.
All establishments must be main-
tained in a sanitary manner, accord-
ing to rules and regulations prescrib-
ed by the secretary of agriculture.
' After January 1, 1907, no railroad
or any othi:r common carrier can
transport any meat product not in-
. spected or passed, and no ship with
such art ioles on board shell be. given
clearance papers, nor can any com-
mon carrier transport any meat pro-
duct that is prepared in an establish-
wont here specified sanitary con-
ditions do not prevail.
canned, potted, or canvassed
meat products shall be labeled as in-
spected and, passed and shall not he
offered for sale until so labeled.
SERIOUS FRAUDS
WERE COMMITTED
By American Promoter-a, According
to Charge Made in Eng-
lish Court.
London, June 27.—At the opening
of the prosecution today in behalf of
the treasury at the. Guild' Hall police
courti in the case of Mark Anthony
Young and Henry Jonas, local man-
agers of the American Mining Mill-
ing and Smelting syndicate, who
were arrested Tune t8 on the charge
of conspiracy to defraud' the public
by selling valueless shares, R. D.
Muir, counsel for the treasury, said
'evidence in the bands 04 the
police indicated that serious frauds
had been committed. Since January
19 the country had. been flooded
with flowery advertisetnente or the
American Mining. Milling and Stilt I -
ti ng Crionssity, pm porting to own
mines in Alaska. Callifiornia. Mon-
tana. Utah, Colorado and. Mexico
Which were paying 183 per cent in-
terest. Document % sent broackase
announced that the net profits of the
company for nine years was upward
of $27,000.000 and that dividlends
totalling $12.500.000 had been paid.
Mk. Muir said be proposed) to show
that no such company 'existed.
Mr. Muir said the correspondence
seized showed' the defendants heed, on
foot a scheenie by which certain fi-
nanciers in France were to pat $2.-
600.000 into the concern, and a sim-
ilar plan was in progress, from which
a stem not so large was to be oh-
baiii..eit in England.
After the presentation of tovidence
regarding the printing of circulars
the hearing was, adjourneck Mark
Anthony Young was admitted to hail
in $25,000 and Jonas in $5.000.
W 1SER
 is fermented in Glass:EffameIediTaTi.
After the process of fermentation it is lagered
(aged) from four to five months in Glass-
Lined Steel Tanks, from which it is drawn
into bottles. Thus it is
In Glass from Kettle to Lip a
The result is an exquisite taste and flavor,
distinctively its own, which accounts for the
sale of
137,722,150 Bottles
of Budweiser in 1905
exceeding that of all other bottled beers.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts. IL S. A.
1





*Med or TM OMNI
REGION IN WHICH ARE MANY
HOMES OF CULTURE.
rite Only Iseal Work of the Year Is
Zuring the Harvest Season—
Farmers Generally Are
Eltudents.
There are homes on the wheat
ranches where culture reigns. Bcoks,
pictures, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, says ..he
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
the wheat harvest is moatly imagin-
ary. The only real work or the year 13
during the week of harvest. Turntaz
the doll with a riding plow is not ti3r...
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
with a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such ,degradiaz
ho rstrizei three crops olr a.otifa
a year work harotr all sumnier than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
tends are softened, weakened Froducts
ef enervating city life, and that is why
the work seems hard. The harvest
reason is a godsend to these men. The
outlet to the country for a season of
eecrea ting toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be about the hap-
piest agriculturists to be found. The
tepid growth of the western counties
into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has offered ample
opportunity for all the farmers of
managing ability to build up moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tracts
ot land. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, and have stocked with
tne cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt Is alas
-the greatest grass land on the
earth." That is, native gitass grows
there in profunion, anti it makes the
teat grazing of any grass crop. All
these things have enabled die progree-
Live farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
&Intl, of everyth!ng that comes into
their lives. At a glance they can tell
rhieh of two steers will gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them Judges
of human character as well. They
Imow what kind of men they are deft:-
ins with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
"down on his luck," has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as one
at for better things. Such a man is
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned if he wishes to tell it
When the harvest is over he is given
steady work. The bond that thrown
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of thIs kind can be related in
every household in the wheat belt_
Said one farmer's wife----she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
the men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand go:
pore in the harvest and I dressed it
and doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said:
The blood does not circulate la it.'
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that was frightful. He
had been in some scrape anti had re-
ceived a bad cut, which had been
sewed up by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'Jolla,
why don't you write to your folks?
know that you have a home and that
sour parents are worrying about you.'
He took my adviee and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $260 In his pocket, be lade us
good-by. We soon received a letter
irom hIs mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have acentan-
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller tracts and so thick-
ly settled that the local market, lila
supply all the labor needed in the har-
Nest. That will  _mark_tha_tuut_of_Ilut
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
In drowning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly lose all control of
their powers, the usual explanation at
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as insufficient. It has been notioed
that persons having disease of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are especially Ha-
ble to such aciedents, and as the
semicircular canals are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage in We delicate
structure from a blow by the waves
would result In utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
are therefore warned against swim-
ming in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prise unbought, and h
freest, punest in its flow when it comes
unsought. No getting into heaven, as
a place, will compass it. You mast
carry, with you, else it is not there.
You tarust have it in you, as the musk
of a well-ordered soul, the firh'of a
hely purpose, the welling up out oil
the central depths of eternal sprinia









203-205 8. THIRD ST.
GREAT 'SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
oval to 315 Broadw.
" r i• ,Nx-r ,v:7,10,11PirFOIRRIMINIMMINIM
WE ARE lie) vi b4-1.t./ 
IN WALLPA-PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU.
:3====tts========)1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
ise per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of resting and build-
ing papers, canvass an/ tacks.
2222:2221:22=2:222==n2:2=2:2===t2




Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency /
Office' 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Resid
EDGAR W. WHITTEN!
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL EST A WESTERN KENTUCKY FARggl„ am,MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VIcalggigKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR /T.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.













Some of the Padlueali newspapers
Six Months  
csa hove a queer idea about the enforce-
Three Months  dnent of ordinances and other laws.
One Week   .10 They jump on the mayor and depart-
ments of the city for not enforcing
Anyone failing to receive this paper the laws, and then when the officers
regularly 'should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Telau....altemPt to enforce the 
laws diode
phone Cu.mheriand 318. very papers protest and object to .thi
laws being enforced( In the News-
Democrat of yesterday on one page
it urges enforcing certain ordinances
and on another page it tries to make
it appear that the people do not want
certain laws enforced Every time
the enforcement of a law interferes
with sosne one's businees, then they
want that law changed!. There is
but one of two sides to take--either
for law, or for ignoring the law.
The legislature and general coun-
cil enact laws; all other officers and
members of departinents take an
oath to enforce the laws. If the
laws are objectionable, the law en-
acting bodies have the power to mod-
ify them Eioecutive officers have
no power todesignate what laws shall
be enforced and which ones shall be
ignored, and any such officer, who
assumes such authority,
oath of office.
Thursday Morning, June 28, 1906.
The New York Tragedy.
The story that comes from New
York of the life that was lined ny
Stanford White, the millionaire archi-
tect, who was shot to death by mil-
lionaire Harry Thaw, .is one that
;will cause the public to say that his
death is not to he regretted. When
the history of -White's life is known,
public sienthirine will not condemn
his slayer as severely as it would had
his victim been a moral man.
It seems that for years White luta
violated not only the laws of God
and man, but had brought ruin and
disgrace to the young girls that he
could ensnare. With wealth, a high
reputation in his profession as an
architect, a wile and grown chil-
dren, he descended to the very low-
est depths, eowing sin and death
among the dasighters of other men.
He urged them on to a life of shame
and dishonor. He had no thought
of the ruined homes, the blighted
lives and downward careers of his
young victims. He was a curse to
society, a moral leper, and one whose
d heart and conscience was so black-






JAMES E. WSL4IELM1, President ost
JOHN 'WILHELM Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHEL.M. Secretary. Another lesson to (be learned, is,
that when officers of the law seek
to bring to justice ouch men that
(Incorporated) public sentiment should stand for the
it Register Eulltdtrug, 523 Broadway. law and condemn all who would aid
Entered ae the costoffice of Padu- the guilty to escape.





The police sought to entrap him,
but like in the case of all wealthy
yeen, they feared to mow until they
load abeolute proof, and even then his
1-est meant to bring to his aid the
yet and influences of such can-
op society. that Ave chances are
fficers making the arrest would
lost thltir 'positions and been
d out ofIt env York
the war. victims of the man
s slaiu ito the woman whom
haw married; when but a
anne ander the blighting ins
f end met her ruin.



















a life of tidier






papers, 'he !boa. sted of a few hours
Ise:tti lled. $1c do not be-
et creature could have
mei At a few years,
circumstances as re- of the strength and wealth of her
anti he had been slain "crowning glory.' Baldoesis has be-
of the country, his come progressively more frequent in




sherrestives with friends and influence
violates his
The Mayfield Messenger thus
gives timely warning to the saloon
men: "The whiskey men of Louis-
ville are standing in their own light
by trying to sell whiskey and beer
on Sunday in violation of the law.
If they want to hold their job they
had best live like other people in
obedience to tbe Jaw. The next
thing they know, kill option wil4 be
voted in every county in the state."
The tirade against the hot biscut
has broken out again, many declar-
ing it to be 404 to health. By
the way, d;d you ever hear anyone
but a chronic dyspeptic, who never
at: a lucious hot biscuit, say it Was
unhealthy?
the downfall of the
on their shouders








n of their position or
are enabled to surround
ir the time being, but it is only a
matter of time before they stand ex-
characters., and the cornrhanity real-
ize what hyprocrites they are. Such
people will always be fc;tinel ready to
defend other scamps, hut what they
sow, shall they also reap. Millienaire
White heed the lift of a dent end he
inset the death of a vicious )g
The tragedy was enacted in a
buikling designed by him, and' a mon-
ument to this skill and ability; it or-
cured at a place whetted he pursued
his search for ;victims; a few mo-
ments before he had reminded one
of she engagement to follow after
dlie performance; and. at the sante
time he was seeking a new conquest
of one a Stranger to him; in the
• midst of a. song, appropriate to the
fife he was. leading, the avenger
fired the fatal shot and in an in-
stain be passed fetin gooses of mirth
to give an account of the deeds done
in the flesh, The tragedy should
serve as a warning to men of his
strip", and The exposure of his bre
afirould stimulate IlOrrest *rich and
men to demand , that all widi
tem they eon* in contact, should
• fodlefti Cialisuptight lives or be
aeised - from the society of re-
table people.
Baldness Goes With Brains.
(Boston Globe.)
The .pal. may be comfoited in
some degree by the stet-erne:1i pot
made by a high medical au:Ala-its:
that heldne:i is more ennion
amoog intellectual persons than
among any others.. It is of frequent
occurrence among all who are sub-
jected to intense anneal strain and
it may occur comparatively early.
With the increase of civilization
baldness has become more and mord
common and one scientist goes .o
far as to say that since woman has
developed broader and deeper in-
tellectual interests she has lost much
Just After Commencement.
(Lippincott's.)
"Arc you going. to take your •• , )11
into business with you?"
"Not now. I'm going to wait tin
til he ham forgotten all he's, ii
taught.''
Grosscup's Plea for Municipal Owr.-
crsilip
(Chicago Examiner.
rTwo facts are clear, as a tesidt of
Jidda(' Geosecitin5 railing that fran-
ehise companies need not pay more
than $1,700,000 taxes as levied by the
state board of equalization in 1900.
First—Every one of the corpora-
allowc to &old its taxes
is a public utility concern ,operating
in Chicago. The FoC'Veft companies in-
volved include the main holders of
traction, *as, telephone and electric
light franchises.
'Seronet—if the pepople owned
sheet utilities they would not only
have the it.noo,000 that Judge Grose-
cup disallowed, bin all the net earn-
ings. And it would not require. any
count decision to turn these fturde into
the public treasury.
For instance., if Chicago owned the
ttattion. giae, Iteleplion.e and electric
light utilities. thenet profits there
folm would be many millions
of dollars greate than the
sons the people are now debarred
from collecting for taxes. Overlook
for the motrsent, the queeftione of
cheaper rates and better service.
Just take the mone yargoment.
There is, no pleathat thet the fran-
chise 'companies are unable to pay
the lelanee of V.700.000 in taxes. Tt
is just Judge Geoseorp's decision that
they shall not pay the amount put of
their earnings. -
Of confine. the Unitexli States stl-
mettle court may. and probably
reverse the Grosseop rnling, as. it
did irt Who ninety-nitre year suit.
s iesge doonsup talon. to cliacti mei
itanney-inite seen en act tor toe toectioni
companiers and 'he may meet failure
also as an interpreter of law for tax I
dodgers.
But indirectly, Judge Grossup
makes the strongest possible aegu-
!tient ger intunicipal ownership by
his ruling. He shows that the people
cannot share justly in the profits, of
public utilities under private owner-
ship.
They can go ito a state court and
mandamus the state board of equal-
ization to perform its duty in levying
capital stock aesendmensto The cor-
porations will fly under the wing of
a federal judge, and tax dodging will
proceed, as tinual, by injunction.
Do you sett what it all leads; to?
"o you realize that publie utility
companies can defy the anxing power
of a state or municipality When they
%Ore a Inderakjuffige on their' side?
They buy their way tiwough state
or .mounicipal legislative bodies, get
their franchises, and then rush to a
federal cou.rt to escape the public
obligations that go with franchise
ownership. They are supplicants
when they want a franchise and tax
dodgers and law breakers after they
have obtained it.
These, franchise companies are rich
when they have tangible end itan-
gible property to sell back to the
city, as in the present traction nego-
tiat ion s. They are poor—de sp era teiy
poor—when the tax gatherer come3
around.
Is it strange that the people turn
to municipal ownership for the equity
that is denied them by such judges
as Grosscup? With !municipal own-
ership they will not have federal
courts sitting in judgment on their




Whoever wins in Pennsyieania
next fall, it would seem, sirtue will
triumph. The platform adopted by
the "machine" or regula: r.'-publicans,
who have been so often and SO
roundly rated for political wicked-
nesses, actually "oot-reforms the
most ardent reformers" and "goes to
the root of every evil." So says the
Philadelphia Inquirer itself, which is
regarded as the machine organ. And
the Philadelphia Evening Telseraph,
a reform republican paper, which dis-
trusts every act of the machine, de-
clares that "never in the history of
our state campaigns have the various
factions • •• • raised their standards
of character so high." This pleaong
prospect is thought by sorre papers
to be due to the fact an independent
republican organization d threaten-
ing the machine's supreniaey. The
"Lincoln party," an outgrowth of the
reform movement whic,kricsoite the
rule of the mschine in Thiladelphii,
is in the field wnh ti.Ocet that alay
upset previous calculations and domi-
nations. The charge has long been
made that the Pennsyivania Railroad
controls the regular republican or-
ganization, yet this year the regular
republican platfarn lon down decla-
rations that are the very r:versc of
subservient to the. esti:lath.. As the
Philadelphia Ledger (Ind rays in
5411T1mary:
"There is no, mineng matters in
dealing with the corporatione which
have been suspected oi n ailiance
with the machine. The platform-
makers insist that troll ,y companies
be given the privilege of carrying
freight; that discrimination and re-
bating and all unlawful and improper
practices .by common cirrier3 .ease:
that the coal-railroad trust be not
permitted to conduct the coal busi-
ress as miners; that the stsim rsads
grant a two-cent fare and require
no extra deposit on mileage books,
and that an aggressive state railroad
ommission, with broad power., be
created for the purpose of protecting
the people in all their rights and
ed•nloses.
"The plaform goes further in its
stern hostility to all sorts of trusts,
combinations, and oppressors in gen-
eral. The organization cohorts, in
convention assembled and in virtuous
frame of mind, approve the. Federal
Railway Rate bill, federal neat in-
spection demand overnmental su
ervieion an regu atton o corpora
tions, insist on corporation publidty
the extinguishment of dormant and
unused franchises, and finally declare
in a way which must have caused the
relegates who remembered the ring's
midnight franchises to gasp, that
franchises for public utilities should
be strictly limited."
This excellent platform "is a sol-
emn and elabcirte fraud," says The
Ledger, which is supporting the d.in-
coln ticket; and the Philadelphia
Record (Dem.) remarks thad, "in
view of the long history of machine
deliquencies and corruptions" any
voter who should "put the least con-
fidence" in this platform "would be
reduced to the milkiness of infantile
credulity." The, Inquirer, havever.
calls it "a magnificent pratform," and
declares that "there is no longer the
slightest excuse for any independent
republican to remain out of the fold."
A view of the situation by a re-
publican paper outside ths state may
be seen in the following comment by
the Washington Star:
"Since ino4 there has been. an
awakening in Pennsylvania,. hirh
has shaken the commonwealth. In
Philadelphia, in Pittsburg, and else-
,111131r " ''Ts-,
where ring:oule has been expened 'n
a way which has caused eniii the
people accustomed to ring rule to
wonder and to draw back. Graft
seemed tq lead everywhere. The
pickings of hossee, big and little,
broke the record. And so there was
another 'revolt, with the result that
the republican majority of half a mil-
lion in facia disappeared last year,
and a democratic majority of many
thousands took its place. The over-
turn all but paralyzed the men re-
sponsible for .t.
"Today the republicans of Pennsyl-
vania are trying to get together.
They :must do so in order to win.
Two state tickets have been nomi-
hated by them, and a divided vote
means of course defeat at the polls.
The question therefore is, will the
reform republidans accept in the
plactot their sum the ticket named
at 'Harrisburg yesterday, and, if so,
can that ticket win as aginst a strong
ticket named by the democrats? The
Harrisburg platform is an excellent
document, and shows how very po-
tent the cry of reform is at this
time. 'When the men educated by
Mr. Quay, and, like him, long indif-
ferent to public sentiment, feel cod
strained to appeal for votes in such
terms, we undoubtedly have assur-
ance that things are looking up in
this country."
Sanitation of Schools
(Continued from Page One.)
graduating class of this year for the
county public schools. A handsome
program has been arranged and many
will go out from the city to witness
the ceremonies.
Total Promotions,
Supt. Lieb of the schools has
figured up the total number pf pro-
motions' made by pupils at close of
the schools the first of this month,
and will submit the statement to the
board meeting next week.
Very Beneficial.
Reports from Lone Oak, are that
the county institute is proving one of
th• largest and most beneficial ever
conducted by the instructors of the
rural district public schools. There
are about forty in attendance.
Heretofore the county teachers
have held the institute in the city,
but this time it is five miles out in
the county, and being more centrally
located many more are attending
than would if held in town on ac-
count of the long distance they
would have to conic.
More Delays Calculated
(Continued trom rage One.)
increase the plant to the 200 light
capacity, with appurtenances ar-
ranged so too more could be added.
Scme of the board of works mem-
bers refused to vote on this proposi-
tion on account of Mr. Holmes
having already foultlined in several
reports just what is needed, and
from the fact that these continued
2nd unnecessary intentional delays
will make it so nothing can be done
this year at all towards enlaeging
the powerhouse.
This being all the business in
which the light committes was in-
terested. they withdrew and the
board of public works nroceeded
With its regular matters, :here not
being present, except one member,
of the public improvement committee
that had been instructed to be there
to meet with the board in order to
decide what kind of ne.v bridge
goes across Island creek at Fourth
street.
Regular Business.
City Engineer Washington in-
formed the board that the repairs
being made by Contractor Ed Ter-
rell to the brick streets on Fifth,
Pointh, Third and Second, were not
at all satisfactory, no concrete or
substantial material being used. On
this information •being lodged • wih
board, the city solicitor was in-
structed to notify Mr. Terrell of the
fact, and order him to make the right
kind of repairs, and if he does not
he will be held responsible, as the
city has a maintenance bond of his,
wherein he binds himself to keep
in good shape for five years after
completion of the work all these
mentioned streets which he improved
during Toon
J. E. Tmian was given permission
by the board to move a house sitting
on the rear of his lot on Kentucky
avenue between Ninth and Tenth.
He will have to roll it up the alley
to where he wants it moved, on
Ninth between Washington and
Kentucky. He was given the privi-
lege of blocking the alleyway for
no longer than one day in moving
the house.
Street Inspecor Elliott notified the
board that the new city street grader
was working well. It was ordered
that a voucher for /deo be made
out to the factory for the machine.
The old grader was sold to Con-
tractor Ed Esker and Inspector
Elliott was directed to collect $40.
Street Inspector Elliott laid before
the board a report showing that
forty-nine people in the business sec-
`f,'•-rrr •
Lion of the city "tad "their awnings
banging lower over the public side-
walks' than allowed by the law,
which prescribes the awnings shall
not be lower than nine feet. He had
been directed tp get up this infor-
mation .for the benefit of the board,
which lied it away for the time be-
ing, as something will be dope to-
wards amending the law.
Report was made that the ''down-
pipe" behind Beyer's butcher stallhad
broken at the public market and
been repaired. The pipe is that
carrying the roofwater into the storm
sewers.
It was decided that Contractor
Hannan repair the drinking fountain,
at the market, these fountains being
out of condition.
The people occupying stalls upon
the public market take out licenses
for six months. each, :and these ex-
-pti3C—the fildt. of 'next. Month. The
board directed Marketmaster Frank
Smedley to get from all market
renters applications for renewal of
their licenses, which will be taken up
and considered by the board one
week from today, July 5th, as no
meeting will be held at the regular
time next week, Wednesday, as that
is Fourth of July, and a legal holi-
day. All the old renters will be
given precedence when it comes to
!casing out the stalls for another
half year.
City Engineer Washington was
directed to compel the street contrac-
tors to put planks across all ditches
dug across street crossings
to pedestrians can go back and
forth over the work without wading
through mud and dirt.
The street inspector was directed
to repair the alley running from Har-
rison to Clay between Fifth and
Sixth, and one from Harrison to
Clay between Sixth and Seventh,
both passageways being in bad con-
dition.
Supt. Kebbler of the electric light
plant was empowered to sell one of
the department horses and buy an-
ether. He is not to take less than
Rio for that to be disposed of.
Street Inspector Elliott reported
that the bridge crossing Island creek
at Sixth street was settling consid-
erably, and something may happen.
The city engineer was insourted to
luoic into the matter and Jet. what
is necessary.
in kont of the King Hale home at
Seventh and Kentucky avenue stands
a fine linden tree, partly out where
the new concrete sidewalk %ill have
to run when that portion of the
avenue is re-constructed. Mr. Hale
does not want it cut down, and he
snd his wife and Mr. Sebree
appeared before the board to see if
something could not be done to-
wards saving it. The board agreed
to go out and look at the tree and
see what would be necessary.
Mayor Yeiser laid before the board
the following petition from property
owners and residents of West Jeffer-
son street, wherein request; is made
that the street car company be asin-
gelled to lower its tracks onJefferson
horn Fountain avenue going West-
%said:
The Petition.
Padtwale Ky., June 21St, 006.
1"oard of Public Works. Mayor and
Council, of City of Paducah Ky,
We the undersigned citizens and
owners of property located on Jeffer-
son street between Eighteenth and
Twenty-Fifth streets in the city of
Paducah. Ky., petition your honor-
able bodies to have the Paducah
Tiaction company to lower their
street car rails on said street be-
tween streets mentioned above to
conform with the grade of the ante,
rails are now six to twenty inches
above the grade of the street. and in
the present condition it is a nuisance
to the public travel, also we want
gravel placed between the rails.
Respectfully signed,
F. H. Jones, Louis Clark, .C. F.
/eke, L. M. Rieke, Ed P. Noble.
J. E. Baker, L. S. DuBois, D. G.
l'ark, J. B. Hall, J. C. Flournoy, J.
E. Brooks, J. M. NticCaudless, M. G.
Gilbert, Geo. B. Hart, R. W. Kin-
ney, X. A. Cross, Mrs. W. C. Good'
win, J. R. Rork, Ira Fleming. Luke
Russell, R. S. Robertson, As Teuton,
O. B. Garben L sen. Albrittate J 




Conductor Charles Blaney Back
From New York Site,
After a several weeks' absence
Conductor Charier Blaney of the
C. railroad will today resume his run
between here and Centralia. Ill,
way of Brooloport. He has been in
New York for several weeks, being
called there by the death of his aged
father who was fentneit dead in bed
one morning. While the conductor
was away i•is rim was in :charge of
Conductor Rupp of Centralia. who
now returns to his regular train.
Superintendent Left.
Stipen-attilient Egan of the Louis-
ville ivision yesterday left on a
special train for an inspection trip
up his division. He was accompanied
by Roadmaster Thompson.
roe""Creatn Stepper givin by the
Newell Society at the residence of
Mire. William. Eacke on Jeffe rSon
street, Thursdhy night, June afi.
DE L 16111111 














3:30 AND 7:30 P. K.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY









IREPAIRING A SPECIALTY .
I We hancke all the finest and daint-








iRound trip to EVANSVILLE AND
(RETURN, continous passage Sa.00;
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
weals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
8, A. FOWLER, Oen. Pass. Agent,












MR. LENT STEVENS CHOSEN
PRESEDENT DIPPING
MEETING.
The Eagles Lodge of his City Will
Celebrate Its Aniversary on
August and.
Last evening, during its, laseetiog.
the leather workers' enioe .selected
the following officerS who are to
serve for the erasing six mouths.
Lent Seevens, president; Cecil W.
Trotter, vice president; R. M. lifj.1...si
recording sectetarY ;011ie AlLea, etc-
retary and treasurer; Vito Cole, mar-
/621; W. 111. Gregory, illigOin; Harry
Clark, guard; A. C. Miteer, losial or-
ganizer; Lent Stevens, general corre-
spondent; J. A. Robinson, Al Red-
neon and A. C. Ifeyer, trustees. The
officers will be Metalled the next
meeting night, at which time Presi-
dent Stevens sebects the delegates to
Central Labor Union.
Last night Mir. „Peter Smith, one
of the best ianoviks leather workers
of the city, attended Atte meeting. it
being his secon&. rfitigpgillance since
last September, willtinsek was strick-
en with paralysi has keptIt
him confined meet past few
months, when he% red suffici-
ently to hobble abou4.-1 .Rie is grad-
ually getting better.
Eagle Anniversary. •
During the meeting last evening of
the Eagle, /Aro .at their home on
•Sixth and Broadway the brethren
&tided to celebrate their first anni-
versary Thumday. August a, at which
tie a swell banqtret evill be Riven
at The Palmer, and many °teenier('
veil be here to participate. The
lodge chose a comoittee last eve-
ning to make the iergeliptenvents. viz
L. P. Head. tots(n N. Levy, D. C
Giese end II J. Ellerbrook.
131.r°61cers.
The Red Mleris lodge tomorrow
evening elects officers, those iseekiine
the positions being nominated last
Friday evening. After the election.
the sachem' will name the appointive
officers who serve with him during
the ensuing term of six months.
Fugitive Was Found in Jail
(Continued From First i•atre.)
and Detective Moore went to see him
in his oat. He dknied being the party
wanted at Nathville, but finally. on
being "sweated," confessed he was
the party.
The Setter Res)eliegelyis arrest did
not say what the leirtunkmances were
surrunding the Nashville warrant.
but Smith confeseed that he had been
working foe a hoick gardener named
Stun Whyte-were at Nashville for five
years, and tibat two months ago
Waggoner sent him out to collect
money due from. cuseornere. Smith
collected $36. and lost it, in a (-rip
game. Beingegraid to face his em-
ployer. Smittfe*Ilipped out and went
to work on the Fowler.
As Martin, .the. negro he cm, has
slapped cast. judge Sanders has
agreed to turn Sandi over to the
Nar.hville officere, who were notified
to this effect, and imnreliately re-
sponded that they would send a po-
iliceman for his today.
Charged With Stealing
Henry Ruff. colored, was arrested
yesterdny on the charge of obtaining
money ender false pretenses. Ruff
is aniseed to have monlen two pairs
of pants front underneath the buggy
seat of Mr. Lagore, the city sales-
man for Barer & Jifechne wholesale
grocery of First mkt Whshington
elireete. II hi (+treed that after
pealing the pantaloons Ruff sold one
;stunt., Will Shaw end the other to
fivenlealf-raNytees elaiming the trous-
ers belonged to him.
Watch Staklen.
, Jen-eery
Nflerers. received a letter from Miss
Lillian Gibs of rireederr. Tenn
who irrfnren(di them that some one
had stolen her fine watch. width
she feared svoadd be brought here
for sale. She warned the jewelers to
keep s kmkout for it. if anyone tried
to stir them tickers of the kind, she
minutely deseribed The jewelers
turned the letter over to the police,
who are also on the lOokbut.
FOOD SCANDAL IN FRISCO
•••••••••••••.•10
Red Cross and Greely Scored for
Selling Donated Flour.
Mi nit ewe ie. Mg no . I tines v.—Gen-
eral Greely, commanding the United
Stat s troops at San Francisco, the
fina
di.„ 
c' I comm;ttee of the Red Cross
an the citizens' committee of the
stricken city, all are jiahtifFent tar-
gets in a scandal Which *vapidly de-
veloping ont of the sale of Minnesota
flour Jitmated for free dietributien
among -the earthquake and fire aid-
ferers and which, instead of being
given sway, ham been sold.
' t
LOST ANOTHER
FAILURE TO CONNECT WITH
PERDUE'S CURVES TELLS
THE STORY.
Tail Enders Keep on Beating Poor




Vincennes  31 21 .596Gaino  31 23 .574
Jac ksonvi I le  27 25 .519
Danville  26 28 .481
Padlocab  24 30 .444
Mattoon  20 32 .385
Yesterday's Results.
Vincennes, 6; Paducah, 2.
Jacksonville, 7; Danville, 3.





V i mortifies, Ind., June 27.—E rro r s
and inability to hie Perdue after first
inning lost foe Paducah, while Vin-
cernees bunched bits on Miller and
Wright, scoring three in second, two
in third and in fifth.
RHE
Vincennes  6 to t
Paducah  2 6 5
Satteriese—Percene and Matteson;
Miller. Wright and Nippert and
Dawning.
Tail Enders, 6; Cairo, z.
Mattoon, III., June 27.—Doyle 's
home run, his three bagger and
Jokerses grand pitchig beat Cairo:
RHE
bflattoon  6 10 2
Cairo  1 5 4
Batteries—JoWerst and Langillon;
Hatch and Searles.
Jacksonville, 7; Danville, 3.
Jacksonville. Ill.. Jerre 27.—Locals
used three pitchers to defeat the
Old Soldier, in today's game:
RH E
Danville  3 to 2
Jlarksonville  7 t3 2
flatteries--Selby, Fletning. Willi










Force of Laborers Erne409Y1
Improvement Pushed For-
ward Rapidly.
Yesterday afternoon the bitulithic
people started operations off on a
huge scale in beginning the .work of
spreading the concrete an4 crushed
stone foundation for the bitulithic
along Kentucky avenue between
Fourth and. Ninth streets. The
laborerr started where the brick
street ends at Fourth on the avenue,
and are now rapidly working their
way out towards Fifth.
The huge concrete and crushed
trick mixer is in center of the torn-up
thoroughfare, and it attracts the at-
:ention of crowds while in operatios,
S it is the first of its kind ever sees
here. 14 is manipulated by a pore-
able engine. There are big reser-
voirs, inside one of which gcees sand.
ene the concrete, and the other the
rock. When the affair is started,
certain parts of each of these ma-
terials drop down into a forge
cylnder-shaped basin, inside which
the machine revolves, mixing well
the component parts. A wheelbar-
row fill at a time drops out, and
the men then wheel it to where tie
mixture is being spread.
There are about too men working
along the street at different tasks,
end it looks as if the bitulithic peo-
e in a u ing by theis
promise to get through with Jeffer-
son, the avenue and intersecting
thoroughfares in sixty days.
The concrete and crushed stone
will lay for about ten days so as
to well harden and cement beim':
the bitulithic is spread on it.
RESCUING SUNKEN CARS
The I. C. ivrecking crew is at work
Fulling out 'of the river at the foot
of the incline five cars that toppled
over into the stream Tuesday after-
noon Pendng removal of the ob-
structoe (ars, passengers are being
transferred from the train on the
bank to the transfer boat and car-
ried over to Brookport, where the
regular train is made up and sent on
its way to St. Dottie. The reverse is
being followed with incoming trains.
Switch engine No. t82 wih Eine
inter Bobo DeLoach in charge, was
I poling one box car and six gondolasup the incline, when ti-trough a (le-
t fective coupling, they got loose from
the engine, and, dashing down the in-
cline, the box car and four gondolas




THERMOMETOR WENT T6 92
DEGREES IN THE
SHADE.
Farmers Have Commenced Work of
Threshing Their Wheat Crops in
the Rural Districts.
Although yesterday was not the
hottest day of the season by any
means, still it seems as if the popu-
lace felt the heat more than at any
preceding day on account of the
humidity. Not a_ breeze has stirred
for the past twenty-four hours, and
although the shades of evening last
night brought some relief, still it was
to no appreciable extent, as all
sweltered up until an early hour
this morning.
The thentruorneter's highest point
reached yesterday was 92 degrees in
the shade, according to the United
States mercury at the office of the
official weather observer, Mr. Wil-
liam Bcrrneman. The highest point
attained henetofore was 96 degrees,
which was about two weeks since.
At that time it was not felt so much,
because for the several days the
thermometor ranged at this heighth,
a constant breeze stirred and ma-
terially 'assisted the community in
withstanding the heat.
Farmers Busy.
Reports from the county yesterday
were that threshing of wheat has
commenced and operations along this
line are quite active in the rural dis-
tricts. Me. Robert Potter, one of the
biggest farmers of the county made
this statement. Mr. Potter has
aised one of the finest crops in the
county this year.
The farmers wore a little uneasy
for a while, fearing that the long hot
spell would burn up their crops, but
it does not seem to have affected the
wheat, as a fine yield is being re-
ported from all sections. Mr. Pot-
ter has only a few acres in and will
get tom bushels out of the thresh.
"Park Manager Fined $TOa
(Continued Front First Page.)
Circuit Court Today.
Judge Reed will convene circuit
court this morning to take up the
Jim Porter, colored, malicious cut-
ting and malicious assaulting charge. ,
The court has dismissed the regular, Presiding Elder Preaches.Jury, but if one is needed in theati, pwiding Eider 3. W. tBlackardcrse, it will be empaneled from the of the Nfethodistt churches, willbystanders. Ipreach this evening at 7:45 o'clock





bard feeling between the two men inthe case and when the attorney and
minister met 1 Ft the close of thq
sale, some words ensued, and Rev.
Hargrove, who is of athletic build
t..nd formerly had a reputation as a
wrestler, struck at Mr. Grogan, who
dodged the blow, and recovering,
laosl,ed a stiff uppercut on the preach-
eel), jaw, and he was down and out.
Mr. Grogan then walked away from
his adversary.
. Shantyboater Arrested.
Doc. Summers, was arrested yes-
terday by Constable A. C, Shelton
on the charge of failing to pay to
the state the $5 license exacted from
every owner who moored his house-
boat to the banks of any river or
stream in the state. Summers will
be tried this afternoon at 2 o'clock
before Justice Emery. He claims he
does,Ayt. own a,shantyboat, but lives
in a tent pitched upon the banks of
Island creek.
Charles Anderson, aged 37 and
Amanda Morris, aged 30 of Dumane,




Dr. Davenport Emphasized Each
Side Yesterday Morning.
Yesterday morning "God's Side
and Man's Side of The Quzstion"
was the subject for a fine sermon
by Rev. Davenport at the Methodist
tent on South Fifth street. At
night his theme was "Escape For
Thy Life" and it was an exceptional-
ly good and interesting discourse.
In the evening there were several
conversions and a number additions
to the church.
The revival patriotic discourse of
tomorrow night promises to be one
of the most effective features of the
meeting, as at that time the eloquent
divine preaches on "The Union of
The Blue and The Gray." At a
number of gatherings throughout the
country Dr. Davenport has been one
cf the main speakers, and so often
used this theme that he findsitproves
of great value in his revivals.
Annual Supper.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Cumberland Presbyterian church
give its annual supper at Wal-
lace park this evening at 6:30 o'clock,
and all are most cordially invited to
be present.
Mite Society Meets.
The Mite society of the Evangeli-
cal church of South Fifth street,
meets this afternoon with Mrs.
George Oehlschlaeger, Sr., of 833
South Third street.
Property Sold.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by Charles White to C. M.
Pattenger for $1,tso and the deed
filed for record with the county
clerk yesterday.
J. M. Engle* bought from S. C.
Ilymarsh for $1.5oo property on the
north side of Clay between Eleventh
and Twelfth streets.
Bankrupt Court.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court yesterday had before him the
lawyers in the Will Harris & Co.
bankruptcy proceeding. The law-
yers offerred arguments and evidence
showing why they think the referee
should reopen the proceeding which
he has closed, lie is not yet through
hearing their reasons and cannot de-
cide until the attorneys finish wheth-
er to reopen this' litigation or not.
Sell Stock.
Orders have been issued in the
county court permitting Assignee A.
E. Boyd of the John J. Bleich
jewelry store to sell the stock of
jewelry to the highest bidder at
toiler public or private sale.
Wants Receiver.
Pete Burnett, formerly of this
city, but now of Mayfield, has filed
suit asking that a receiver be se-
lected to wind up the affairs of the
Robards Manufacturing company
which makes plug. twist and smok-
ing tobacco. Burnett owns $6,000
worth of the $toci,c000 capitalization,
and claims in his petition that the
business is being run at a loss, that
there is dissension among the own-
ers, and also cites other reasons for
the receivership.
Lawyer Has Scrap.
Word from Murray, Ky., is that
Lawyer Joseph Grogan of the
Fraternity building of this city, and
Rev. W. 0. Hargrove, had a fight
at that city in which the lawyer
knocked ottE his ministerial antagon-
ist. An acc unt of the fight is as
follows:
The fight ot1çurred near the court-
house just aftei% some property be-
ye had been sold est and
against Harginove Special







Tomorrow evening the finance
committee from the two city legis-
lative boards wilt hold its regular
meeting for the purpose of checking
over the accovnts and: payrolls, which
will be presented next Monday night
to the council and to the a!dcrinen
the following- Thursday. night for
payment. The committee will meet
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$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L  Well it Co.
Campbell Buildii.g. Both Phones 369
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a commencement gift sr a wedding presenvlet us call your attention to a few new things we have. You must see our.beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glassour perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have•in Fancy Sterling silver peices—our prices special for May—Silvesplated work at 1/3 price in knives forks, and spoons.Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection..
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician..
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
011i Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
eeeeeeese•
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HISCLOTHES WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT W1C•atTURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAIL RS-
Guitars and lid
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN IMPORT SHIPMENEUROPE AND WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE BEST ADESIRABLE INSTRUMENTS EVER SHOWN IN PADUC
Guitars from $1.40 to $15.












bought in the pr




to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
most economical.





Harbour's Book Depart ent.
f'irsf 1 tIass
Watc Work
BY EXPERT ATOII tWEES
Pric e?scnable
224 Broadway PADIJCAll, KY.,..-=ttnnutunetannuniumunnuttutumma
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
51/4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.








(Continued front Page One.)
Awe to accomplish his results. Em-
ployes .about the building had no
right to interfere with him if he
cared to take a pretty girl or a
party of them to his bachelor apart-
ments in the building. His rooms
were elab6rately furnished and his
quite hobby was to invite a few
"good fellows" around to see what
he had caught in his girl-hunting
#ret.
Performances like these given in
-White apartments iWould never be
• tolerated on the roof of the building.
'Th -c-oticlier-conch-en- as wriggled on
the .roof was as mild as an old-
fashioned reel as compared to the
way it was performed in White's
apartment. The show girls were not
the only ones that visited the
'bachelor's," and it is known that he
.:•liad more "amateur" nights and
matinees than he did professional.
histances by the score are cited
where these amateurs developed into
professionals.
Age cut but little figure with
White; in fact, nothing in the world
•
-seemed to please him better than to
• catch a girl just starting into he-
•teens in his ever working net.
Known to Police.
If the police told all they know
about the doings in White's apart-
intent a sensation bigger than the one,
his tragic death caused would be the
result. White has a record on the
books of the society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children. Irate
fathers and mothers of children just
• budding into girlhood who have
fallen into his clutches ;save sought
assistance from the Gerry Society
and the police. Facts that have
developed since the murder make
one wonder how it was that White
-did not meet his fate long ago. The
Gerry Society has received numer-
ous complaints against him, but there
never were any prosecutions., the
principal reason being that the par-
ents of the victims wanted to avoid
notoriety.
While officers of the Gerry society
admit that they have several com-
plaints against White on file in their
office, they refuse to go into details
of any of the cases.
White's trip behind the scenes,
Wes
fifteen minutes before he was mut-
dered, consists of interesting details
• and they portray, perhaps, best of all
his character. It was after zo o'clock
Yellcvhen White arrived at the garden
lorrefter he had previously excused him-
f from his son, while in the New
A sterdam theater, on the pretense
11 he had an important "business"
gement.
Not Seen by Thaws.
tn
ering sne root garden, he took
a sea well up in front, but he did
not s e Thaw and his wife, neither
stlid th Thaws see him. Presently
-Harry ..tevens who has the bar
,.privile on the roof, joined White
at a • , and in a few minutes the
two wal ed behind the scenes. The
• bar from which the waiters got their
styptics I behind the footlights, but
the public is not permitted to go
there. Wh te had carte blanche of
the place, h wever.
"Hello, rry; give me an intro-
duction to ttle Fulton—she looks
good, to me.
White was speaking to Lionel
'Law:vnce, Ito e manager of the
'-cGmPanY• ITe was referring to a
-pretty little gir who had just been
:added to the co pany.. Miss Fulton
is young and h ndsome. She is a
teginner on the tage and thorough-
.,1y- unsophisticated
"Yes," replied t stage manager,"
1 will at some ot r time. There is
aa newspaper wo here waiting to
see her, and as is going to get
a send-off in the r, we better not
tinteifere now. I make you
-acquainted, old ' some other
"All right, Larry. I bear in mind




pos , at anothet
o was
bccatik ie girls for sornt
unknown realkon, were not putting
• enough ginger into their wOrk.
"Give all the girls s drink," de-
clared White. mentioning the nossi-
'bility that a drink might brighten
things up a bit.
"Better nut now," re
rence, who wanted to
away, but he thought
Live. ,,,e
"Come on, Larry," She aft ' the
-girls a drink: you know I got a
'couple of babies in this bunch." •
White tried to persuade Lawrenee
to allow the girls to have a drink,
.but the stage manager still refused.
Greets Actress Friend.
Lawrence left White standing near
-the bar, and presently the architect
strolled down the stage to where the
sextette was standing waiting to go
on with their dance. White stopped
and talked to Miss Georgie La Rue,
who is known as No. 3 in the "Big
Six." He chuckled her under the
chin and whispered something to her.
Miss La* Rue had earlier in the even-
ing told several of her chums that
,she had an engagement with ',White
PerrirrirRIPMFTT.V77"rrefrIfT
{ter the per:ormance. She said that
he had been out with him before
and that he certainly did know how
to wine and dine a girl. White
then returned to a seat near the
stage in front of the footlights.
Thaw had seen White coming
from behind the footlights, and
watched him go to his seat. By that
tint., the sext.ote was on the stage
doing their t: .ncing- turn. Miss La
Rue, violating one of the strictest
rules known to the profession, de-
liberately mad signs and affection-
ate faces to White. Lawrence, the
stage manager, had come before the
footlights to tee the sextette work,
and had returned and reprimanded
Miss La Rue f .r what she had done.
Lawrence sai I that she later apolo-
gized, and he .as inclined to let tbe
matter drop th•rt and there.
An actor had just started to sing"'
Could Love a Million Girls" when
the shooting occurred.
_ Sexual of . .41ihteti
when the shots were fired, but Miss
La Rue when s .• heard that the vic-
tim of the al: -.-as White, acted
like a maniac, screamed and
poked her hee.,1 in the dirt around
one of the flower beds, and while
some of the girls knew that she had
arranged to dine with White after'
the performance, ethers wondered
why ,she was so much affected.
Cared Little For Home.
White's predilections and devotion
to young and tender girls are said
to have extended over a period of
many years. In his own town house,
in Gramercy Park, he is said to have
been persona non grata. Many times
has it been said that at the brilliant
fenetions given by Mrs. White the
one most conspicuous absentee could
always be depended upon to be
Stanford White.
But if White cared little for so-
ciety of a conservative sort his
bohemianism and bonhomie was
known in St. John's Wood, in Lon-
don, in the Latin quarter of Paris
and in the haunts of clubroom and
gilded dissipation in this city. His
apartment in the tower of the Madi-
son Square Garden, of which he
was the architect, was the scene of
many jovial and joyous bohemian
dinners and routs. Always the list
of guests was composed of young
anti attractive girls and other bonvi-
vants
Police Captain Hodgins said last
night a man who name he refused
to reveal informed him today that he
had been a stenographer in the em-
ploy of White, but that he had been
compelled to resign from the point
of self-respect because of the
salacious letters his employer was




(Continued From lee:at Page.)
New Poor Farm.
The plans have been finished for
the new conn.ty poor farm. and as
shown try the .official advertisement
in anceher column, the bids of the
contractors will be opened July 7th.
As won as the bids are Opened they
will be handed by the arehiteett to
judge Lightfoot, who will call a
special session of the fiscal court to
decide which contractor *tall got the
work.
The •pacifications and drav :ng call
for a very fine arid commiodienie
building. wherein will be cared for
the pauper people of the city and
county.
Buys Sheffield Business.
-Mr. L. A. Lagomarsino will newt
Monday at Shleffield. Ala., take
'charge of the new establiehment he
recently purchased there. He has
wouvd. up his business here and gone
tisere to reside. The Slit.ifield paper
in ipea king of the btuirress deal
says:
"J. B. Gambill ha: sold leis saloon.
branether with the building,. to Louis
Dagostaarsino, of Paducah, Ky., for
Sc The 'new owner will take
cluirge July T.
"Mr. Gartibill bought the building
kw years ago for Mom and the flit -
sire at w'hieh be sold it is a fair indi
ration of the increale# in real eskale
values in Sisrffield.
" _agsstisarsino was ormer
resident of this city but move
Pa•rlincalt twelve vssars atro. wbere he
*bog sinoe resided."
•
$8.000,000 IS GOVERNMENT BILL
Washington. June 27—Speaker
Cannon called on Chairman Tawney
today for a statement of the total
appropriations Of the preSent ses-
sion. Mr. Tawney did some quick
figuring on a pad and then pushed
ever to the speaker a slip of paper
filled with a long column of figures,
the total being more than Poo,000,-
000. "Uncle Joe' gasped at the
enormous aggregation. "It beats all
records." he exclaimed.
It is too early to give exact
amount of the supply bills,hecause all
of them have not passed. The naval
bill and the sundry civil bill are
hanging fire in conference. The gen-
eral deficency and the public build-
ings measures were reported to the
house only yesterday. But Chairman
Tawney knows enough of the situa-
tion, to make the prediction that the
total appropriations for the session
will be over $800,000,000.
AN UNTOLD STORY. I Not an Extinct Species.
"I see that scientists have unearthed
OW ONE LIFE ENDED IN the skeleton of a prehistoric hog tee
feet high in Oregon."MYSTERY. -That's pretty high; I saw a living
one six feet high when I was away on my
BY L K. FRIED-ILAN. vacation."
They warned him when he entered
the hospital that the operetta was
werous, that there was butt' little
of its success and that It must
done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without any
change of expressicna. Then he said
curtly and decidedly, although indif-
ferently, like a, man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pet
rate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and more par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that begins
by piquing our curiosity and ends by
fascinating it. He wee la the prime of
life, evidently cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and strikingly
handsome—so much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as 11
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she bad ever met in all her vs-
teed professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed Its place.
Hs had no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, and lay perfectly still,
his big black eyes fastened on the bare
wall, the expression an his faze fixed,
immovable and unvarying, as If his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held In bond-
age by them like a prisoner In the fon
walla of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsuccessful, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night same the interne beckoned
Miss Marcy into the hail and said to
her: "It is doubtful whether or not
your patient can live until morning. I,
think you ought to tell him se."
She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectly
as she could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave of
his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
wish to have here," she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,
looked reflective and he gave no an-
swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he had
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No." he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate • letter to
anybody?" she asked.
He hesitated a second, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
In making him as comfortable as she
could under the forlorn circumstance,
and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal in advance: "Is
there anything you want done."
"I would appreciate It," be said
eagerly in • flash of returned vitality:
"if you would braes me up against
the pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placing
his box of black, thick edgers on the
table beside him. He lit one and
puffed away as coolly as if ha had un-
til all eternity to finish It his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
eyes made three vivid lights—two at
them unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
knowing if he spoke he would reveal
the mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But,
he frowned, wrinkling his high fore-
Lead, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
that an awful battle was going on in
the dying man's heart, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded him
to speak and  that a pride equally mu-
terful ordered him to -Veep his lips
sealed. Tbis battle and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which it was being
fought awed her, touched her with a
sense of thee terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-
log them away from his lips as if to
begin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage In favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if it
comprised all time, as if it Were pur-
posely delaying its end for this man
to sppak. silence became unen-
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as it it
might break any moment, without
warning, into • peal that would shake
the foundation of the hospital.
.His eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, consuming the fires of his life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
approach of the dawn, they closed for-
ever, his last cigar dropped from hi.
mouth, an inscrutable smile flitted
across his face as If to proclaim pride's
victory, and hit passed away, taking his
Secret with him, leaving his mystery
tosolved.--qhiceno Daily News,
"You're joking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied two seats la
• crowded ooaeh I was on."—Housto1
Poet.
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember wiles
he had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Why, certainly I do.
"Well, he has to get out and wall
now."
"You don't mean to Bay he's lost at
his money."
"No; but he's bought an automo
bile."—Yonkers Stateaman.
Rare Prise.
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
was raised in an incubator."
"Yea; and when he grows up all the
ifPis will to lighting to become his
wife."
"Why sor
"Because he can never brag about the
pies that mother made:—Chicago Defy
News.
Charity in Baal Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings tot
your two daughters. Won't they boiled
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum." replied
the poor lady. "Mag an' Liz is purti
perticular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mum ?"—Chicago SUIL
Art Note.
Mrs. Elyille—My husband takes a
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie—Well, it was a surprise
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it was a good
thing to study your hand before you
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Bight, But Left
Miss Bute--Ott, yes, I feel pretty sure
et him. I rejected hint when be first
proposed because I was positive he
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were right; he did
try again and I accepted him last
night—Philadelphia Press.
Not the Same.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are marriecir
"Yee; that's so."
"But you have the same income you
used to have, haven't you?"
"Yes. but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Pool
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Oladys AstorblIt's
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man?"
"Something nearly as bad—married
a man right in her own set."—Chlesep
Sun.
Sorrows of Science.
They tell me germs are everrwbens
In earth and water and the air.
I'm filled with • dismay complete,
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat
—Warditngto• Sta..
AD FKAPIVIAii III liCINOZZAN
%wee
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He—But I thought you'd tbegliren me
for that and promised to forget It?
She—Yes. lint I eldn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven it!
Inferior at Best.
"The seff-med• man is on the wane."
He hr, and no mistake
But then. he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
—Puck.
Killed.
-Doesn't Stubbs write poetry any
more? I haven't seen any of his work
for a long time."
"No; his muse is dead."
"You don't say! What's the trouble?"
"Married."--MI:naekee Sentinel.
Where the Money Comes Prom.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" naked the
Man. •
"Yes, lots of patients." replied tbe
doctor; "and l'Ne got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you in favor of forest pre-
serves?". inquired Mr. (little.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr
Menke. "I don't remember ever havr_
ing eaten none."—Chicago Sun.
Correct.
"Pa, what Is a hank examirer?"
"A bank examiner? Oh, tie's the
man who goes arourd and examines
the bank after the el.', has looted
it."--Chleago 6uu.
A Differ es.
Col. Highflyer—What are your rate*
per column?
Editor of Swell Society—For Inset
Ilan or suppressienT—Life.
A Clean Sport





St. Louis and; Tennessee Rivet Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oet of Paducah.
S8 nn For the Round Trip toU U Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
11.8011.01a,Ma•+- • 





will cure that awful pain.
Niles cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell won about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORRS.'
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by peopk who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T. Haii
Office with Dir. Rivers & Rivers. tsP
North Fifth, Both Phones 355,




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th, ivy&
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:ao a.m.




Leave Nortonrille  










Arrive Memphis -I•zo p.m.















































Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jaceson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  ro:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  11:20 am.
Leave Paducah  11 :25 ant.
Arrive Princeton  1239 p.m.
Arrve Hopliirov itt  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nasiorilie  9:35 P.m•
Arrive Evansville   3-45 p.m.
Arrive Nortonville  1.28 p.m,
Arrive Central City  2.05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3 o6 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  *4 55 Pm.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 P.m.



































NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 3114
Lowe Paducah  12:40 pin. 4:20 p.m. .
Arrive Carboodae  4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.10.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m 7 20 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah  
No, 305 NO. 375
7:45 a.m. 9:40 p
2:50 a.m. 6:ao p.m.
11:40 a.m. 7:05 a.ns
• 3:35 p.m. is:oo a.m.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIN&
N0fRT BOUND ro1-8ot
Leave Nashville  8:10 a.m.
Leave Hopkinsvilla  z:2o CM.
cave mice on  2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 Pm.
Leave Paducah  6:z5 p.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m.
Arr:ve St. Louis  7:20 2.M,


































6:zo p.m. . 
9:25 p.m.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains no
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through steeper' between Oedemata,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Loofa-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains fear and Se2 sleepers betwelin
Paducah and St. Louis. Train fioi connects at East Cairo with Chicark
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRA'THER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. Pt., Memphis, VOL
S G HATCH. G. P. A., Chicago, ill











JEWS IN ENGLISH SOCIETY
The Encoellesat Weleeme and Stand-
, lag Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court.
endants of the fellow voy-
the Conqueror hold better b0
Mons than do khe Rothschild
Rae. ISne, for example, thd Sassoons, el
to chthoffershaims. I do not think WI
,is• lust And their equals among the so
,
4. gal figures in any American cities, an
lady Jesse' and others of the very pur
eat Hebrew blood carry their titles to
inheritance from distinguished ant
honored ancestors or by marriage lnU
high Christian and English famines
How much the Jewish element in Lou
don society makes for charm and va
riety Is easily demonstrated by the mu
verb entertainments which the heads of
the -Rothsehilds and Bischoffeshein
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, apionap and
beam* of many of the leading Jew jib
hostesses; and in this and In the
frisadlinees with which we are to
meet the stranger within our
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
&mph' in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social world
as well.
In England and in London, where so
meny different social wheels fit within
wheels, there still exist some very close
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part,-composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobiligy and gentry, and this
coterie of fatniftes is as hauodetily . re-
served vow exclusive as the carefully
hedged shoat aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady kiroame, to
hingeless's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quite so difIleult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the secreellted and empowered
and established_ smart, sest. which rules
and regulates, in, let us say, New York.
In the first place London society hi
much too big and made up of too many
different elements in order painstaking-
ly to examine into and consider the an-
tecedents and qualifications of every
, man and woman who knocks for adints-
oo to its agreeable circle. It welcomes,
hearty greeting, all amusing,
ful, interesting individuals, who
ct themselves decorously, aei a
treat part of its pleasaotaese lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors ton
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinted tr.1
princes, as well as the fairest and gay-
est of American beauties, in its drawing•
room gatherings.
Nothtng, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London society, as
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome, and stauding
which the well bred and well born Jews
pot only in thesaions of private in-
fer pi but at sourt as well.





Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the FalrIODA Ba-
den-Baden.
Baden-Baden, world-famed for its
curative waters. is exquisitely fair it.
Its natural beauties, and to the loving
artistic rare given It by man througt
a long etrstch of year's. It offers some
thing to ereryone--superlative nature,
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits o!
quiet woodland, and ruins rich in sags
(or the stn lent of the past, a charmire,
climate and, while shorn of its formet
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
Its baudeome gardens. fine hotels ant,
gorgeor...ly palatial casino hold quite
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity fur a stay of several weeks
writes Gres Isabel Colbron, in Four
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
4'sddwn the Lichtenthaler AneY, with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
arende, and circulated in and about ti..
terrace and great halts of the caeinc
wlyten the gaming tables attracted tbe
devotees of pleasure from all the cap
flak' of roirope, still graces Baden.
Daden during the three weeka of the
summer racing season. any (Towne('
beads of greater and less degree cat,
be seen there at that time; King Bd
ward of Ertland, when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitors Although the
_gaming ti hies have been suppress, anl ppressed
olivonlo2 . the Daily) Baden casino still
bears a tato of mundane brilliancy




COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT CHINA OETS NO RAILROADS ,
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder- Not Benedi0c1 in That Agspect by i
ful Things with His I the dapan-Ruseffit '
Revolver.
While Deputy. Sheriff William Role I
,aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal-
tons met death at the heeds of, one
mon stationed in






o Postories ef whit • Dal-
.tons were sad 
• 
- offevery mu tresio
with • gas.
When the Beni* den was on the
train some stranger entered into a con-
versation about ?that crack shooters
there were in Kansas about- the time
the Dalton' blew into Coffeyville and
secured fieVerar thenisancl dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it is
easy to hit a man with a Winchester
la Colorado we use a Colt almost ex
elusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might Pick
off a prairie dog there while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronald son's face and it was
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hit
38-caliber Colt and without muck de
Ilberstion, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas prat
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver. was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would take a hundred simIlai
bets that Ronaldson could do the same
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.




"It is well known that Manx eats
have no u.ils," says a writer in the
&Biotite Ameriean, "only slig'nt
stumps, and that the offspring of such
in other parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While liv-
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was sprin-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
In this country, bet opening only to-
ward the Inside. Before the kitten was
tullgrown he had learned to let him-
self in by pushing from the outside
but never learned, although we often
tried to teac.h him, to pull it open front
the Inside.
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attentba—any eat could
have easily learned to de that, but the
fact that invertible', after he had so
pushed it and get Ins body partied',
In, he made a fluid turn or whirl to
prevent the tall Suit was not time
(but heredity Impressed on him the
tact that it ought lo have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
"This he did deeeas of times every
day so long as we had him, and was
always willing ts show off before our
neighbors, as be *ever seemed to rec-
ognise the fact thee he had not a tall
Like his neighbors."
CORAL-RSIIIF FiNANCE.




"In the first phise," It abouid be re-
membered that Ilse Rotbsethill fortune
Is not industrial," ways Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of—The R.othsehikls of
France," in Eveywhody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many ludeweries and Dila) rail-
ways—like the Ilene du Nord—but al-
waya by political and financial coups.
And it is the least ilreezied of finance.
By reason of its ebew, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one eghgbt call It (slice
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and enemas of the underworld
of politics.
"And the fortune if the French house
to-day exceeds tea milliards. That
means $2,000,000,11111. Imagerrateem bog-
gles at so hues a SULI—It seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers,
this 10,000,000,001 of Freach money.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank ef France, all the
means of transpoC, both railways and
veritable slave driver among
Flora's children is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladies' tresses," re-
marked a budding botanist. "When tho
busy bee krocks at her door and asks
jIi breadrait Mrs. N. L. T— tells him
to go to the basement door. Painting
deem ,the raceme of blossoms, the bee
at length comes to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
tbrougt the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Rar-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars mast not be choosers,' she goes at
Once to the haatinent door of the next
member of this family and pa)s for an-
other sip of nectar by fertilising this
tower with the pollen bronght from the
other. And so she goes systematically
if unconsciously benefiting this faintly of
orchid, which would disappear from the
face of the earth were it not for the feasts
-it spreads for the Industrious bee. Its
moral settee to bet: 'If you can't do your




Ida—it was her first beau and the first
she was ever kissed.
fowl - And (ild ghe keenkiss a seteret?
Sh
waterways—so rar at Ma canal system
goes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, Obey are the greatest
owners of lands sod houses in Paris--
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs-
Elysees. the Bois de Boulogne, the Fart
Monceau, and, notatiy. the Clare du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschild.; their chateaux dot the
provinces; in land alone they Rooms
400,001 acres."
'Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made. is a secret known to but three
living persons. When one dies another
is let into the mystery. In this way
it has been preserved ever since it was
invented by an °Moe: In the English
army. Other thin papers am made,
but India paper is peculiar In that
print on one side does not show
through on the other.
Scleace to the Fore.
We find Intellect working not so
much in literature as in the domain of
Science, which bee brought forto du
hag the last few years many strangi
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not hen the poems nf a Keats or a
Shelley. we have had ',Lisle's tele-
graph. radius X-rays and a number ofshould sas not e opened the kindred discoveries.—London Witistow so you could bear the smage Aced-
square."—Chicago Dilly Nowa. ___
ma/Lk
MOURNING IN JAPAN.
La Done in Private and Not Paraded
Lefore the Pyes of the
War. Public.
After the whr is over ChIpa find,
herself in Meta quo as fs rail
roads go. The War is crediTed with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock-la railway construction
now obtaining in the celestial empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a rtinder .werk.es, so great'are Ike pos-
sibilities, but while the eternise go--
predate the need of some ridermotteg
to supplenient the work et Own eas-
els and coolies, ttey have a* realisa-
tion of the development of a footmen'
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and In northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
lief. In the interior of the greater por-
tion of the country coolies and easigic
carry all the freight What this means
can be uaderstood fairly whets it Is
known that there is practically no
railroad service at an in the more
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 400,900,000 people or more.
Most of the roads are scarcely worthy
the name. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of a rough sort
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ware are frozen a great part of the
year this is of necessity the case. It
Is in such regions that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coast
there is a series of navigable rivers
coming down from the interior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and Pei-Ho at
the north to West river, passing
through Canton in the south, these
rivers seem to be formed to reach in-
land from the coast, connecting no,
only the coast cities with the interior
cities, but the interior cities with each
other by way of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the Croat Yangtse reaches far
Into the Interior, navigable almost to
the westeen border of the empire, and
by its tributaries cffering still further
connections with interior points.
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the who!,
Yangtee and Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for irrigation and
now used also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
Beauty and Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forma.
Theconderf variety In the shape
of leaves is among the eheef sourcee
of beauty in the world t..7 .aats, sayr
the London Spectator. They vary
from the "el alp' le" egg-absped leaf of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "cut
tier seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the acme
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in the
different species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be alfilcult indeed to attempt to say
which Is the most beautiful in form.
The wit/2 geraniums are as elaborated
as the parsley.. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poinitettlae showing this in perfection
with their pure rernolion leaves at the
top of the stem. In what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color is given as a
rile, by the contrast in tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues tiling in the network so foamed.
Milky white, brieht yellow, crimson
or rel usually marks the framework of
the leaf, while the "filling" is dark
greea. In other plants this scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfume's, not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow.
ere and b10c--cms. arc 'often given out
by ireves. There are those who pro
fears to detect a purer and more deli
rate oeor in these lean/cents than in
he perfume of fiewers; and though
this is a mafter of eereonel taste and
sensation, there is some reason ti,
agree with ''hie ..ear.ement ef the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemoz
plant, or of the leeves of musk, ane
above all. the perfume of the sweet-
Molar leaves, eee emong the most
"clean" and refreshing in alt the cate-
gory of sweet sccn:e. •
Couldn't ried It.
The neighbors ha % lag dropped in in-
fermaire upon the . treercas curing toe
evenisg, Mrs. Suthron suggests that it
her hus Land will gather soa.e mitt from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr
fiuteron, who has Ii.dtiged in a nintter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
juleps prior to the arrival of the vests
goes willingly in search of the desiree
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains In the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what eauses the delay.
-Why don't you bring the mint In,
deer?" his vitamins.
lernm somewhere In the darkrierie
corroa the testy roponse:
"Jane, I've .eaten my way twice
around th:s lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves. graks catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed it I can find a
sprig of mint anywhere!"—Pittsburg
Dispatch.
Fore!
Here is a 1ittl golf story from the
time of King James I. Prince Henry
was about to iv* off from the tee
and asked his tujor to stand out oi the
way. The tutor did not hear, an an
attendant call out' "Peware f t
fall hit Newton." Pr'
Henry drew back is band, but b-
wryest regretfully: "Had I done I
had but paid my de ts.'•
In Japan people who have suffere
a bereavement not only do not put OD
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their neat appear
ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord-
ing to Lafcallo Hearn, this is not
In the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Janenese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
impossible for a courteous person to
wear ih, SG reattcm the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
past from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of con-
tentment, even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice Is quite the re
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
his friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him.
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
Is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
1 ponents of the practice have thought-lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
mey know, and avoid queetione or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
ant, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share In his woe to some ea-
ter!. The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement of
hie ea.
TX:: PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
frontitig the United States government
differ radically, however, from these
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organised. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment settlal property or a full equivalent
in work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally, inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit on an investment and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by • private
organization. it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. In
abort, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should it
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
In a northern California town s sup-
posed murder has been committed. re-
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
natural, causes, and was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
ining the talesman to ascertain if any
of them were preNdIced against Indi-
an&
TaTesman Taylor was upon the stand
 mak. :•.•• +-•
INJURED BY MEDICINES.
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rem-
edies of the "Patent"
Vaieety.
It has been charged by one or two
eastern magazines that "patent— med-
icines .are injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as arguments for the passage.
at the next legislative stssion, of laws
prohibiting the sale of tease mediehics,
the figures of a Caicaeo statie clan
are of unusual interest and eor-
LaTileeha.t less than on -twentieth as
many persons are inje.dll by the use
of all 'patent" mediciees, ce. which it
Las been possible to learn the trade
name, or the name of the mauu.ac-
curer, as are injured by carboile acid
alone, is one of the facto proven. Car-
bolic_add is- never meas.:44.--,tu time
attacks, probably for the reason that
:t is exclusively employed in medica-
tion by the regular "schools ot med-
icine" and does not enter into cueeeeo-
tion with them, as ciu the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
reported in the newspapers of the
country during the period between
June 25 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of numerous press • clipping bu-
reaus were ergaged L furnisn clip-
pings of cases of poisoning, there is
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 647 caries is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent. The cases are
those of poisoning by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
poisons, and death and injury by mal-
practice. Of these cases .293 were
fatal; 192 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractice,
1 1 were fatal and 20 involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
inquiry, five were fatal. Four were
eases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the. package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 208
cases bottles were left within the reach
of children, and In 96 cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 52 cases. Of these fatal
cases 32 were adults and 20 ciaildren,
it was administered by mistake ,of
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked second with 64
cases, 46 of which were fatal; 38 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi-
cian once,- was adminietered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
•Laudanuen ranks third with 43 Clier.1;
16 fatal; 12eadults and four ch.— en.
it was taken by tilistake 16 times, loft
where etildren could get it ten times,
and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Stu-einem ranks fourth with
cases; -a fatal, eve to adults and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven Unica; left in reach of children
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tine:; and administered by mie1ake EYE, EAR, NOIF
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 cases:,
none fatal. It v..ae taken by inietehe
for medicine ten times and left v.i.aln
the rear b of children four times.
Three deaths Were caused by the Ilse
of bay rum as a beverage. Niue dealift • i e Sdnwere teemed by the use of Florida r 1414- D 
os a bevereee.
DENLye as taken by mistake for Med.
Icine Os e times, and was taken : i.
Iren cir,lit times, being rceponsib,e for
ihreeoaths. There were 34 eases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting in OM
•deaths.
Practically every knOwn poistak
Lem into the e97 cases, ad he Litres
show conclusively that "patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly Ole:a in
the nu!nber of times used In the steer-
age hoesehold, are far beeied ol.en it
comes to poisonine, or 14 :deg • et
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undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your 'ens-
ile any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
"No," in plied Taylor.
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor, "exeept that
say wile's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice
Magistrate—So you want to get a
separation from your wirer What's
the matter with her?
Applicant—She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me. She treats me like a
des and works me like a bone.
"rrn afraid, my good man, I can do
nothing for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the Preventioa of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, she is!" exclaimed
Miss Pretty. angrily. "I'm glad I'm
, not as mean as she is. I'm as much
above her as—"
i "Tut! tnt!" interrupted her dance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
yours ceases to DP a rosebud when it
begins to blow."—Pelladetphia Ledger.
Earthquakes in China.
Veri curious were some of the ex.
planelons given by Chinese of the ro
cent earthquakes e bich have been
Felt at Hongkong. Canton and Macao.,
The lienehong leaily leess tees steed
them. "1 he famous dra- e Sleets ,
privdcge it has been to give an lice/-
atonal shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent scare
in Macao and elsewhere. Sonic Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has teen raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand end stone on the
poor dragon's tack, and the beast as
urally feels hurt"
Preposterous.
Shrelbolt—I had such a funny dretir3
last night.
Dinguss—What was It?
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid I"—
Chicago Tribune.
Too -Badly Crippled.
Manager—How's the new lback
conolyg along?
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c.a.a t.ejr1 .c a
..This is the season to take 
pretty
• pictures.
..If you go on a jaunt 
without a
camera your outfit is not c
omplete.
. Take a camera and you will 
return
with pictures with which 
you would
never part.
. Much pleasure deri
ved from a
small investment














g rooms. Front. Apply at 3
14 North
:Sixth street.
WANTED--For U. S. Ar
my;
able-bodied unmarried men 
between
sages of at and as; citizens 
of the
United States, of good cbaract
er and
temperate)iabits, who can speak, read
-and writ! English. For info
rmation
apply Recruiting offices, 
New
Ri:hrnond House. Paducah, Ky. •
WANTED AT ONCE—A go
od
'German woman to take care of old




E0-1- TE, or exchange for city
property—Good 26-acre farm 5 miles
from the city on Mayfield road. Apply
to A. S. Whitlock, VI farm or bench
No. so, market house.
LOST—Broach pin of garnets and
brilliants, horse shoe shape, while
driving on Hinkleville road. Return
to Register and be rewarded.
FOR SALE—Fresh milk cow and
If. Apply to Will Lydon, at Wil-
mson's marble yard.
FOR RENT--No. 837 Jefferson
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first Chautauqua meeting hay-
cone to a close, we thank the
fa" the patronage extended,
re them that next year we
a ake the meeting even more
ie, while our net profit was
.co, still we feel that we
to expend more money
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A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only





Colonel Viaor V4,4_ de Male will
r turn tonight from a trip to Ten-
n ssee .
Ex-Sheriff Dave Reeves of Benton,
is in the cat on business.
Mies liattie Nance has returned
from sojourniiig at Dawson for her
health, which has been very bad of
late.
Mrs. William C. Gray, Mrs. Ida
Stanley, Missts Ina Rolleton, Jincie
Smith, Sue Ni.lson, Rosa McGinnis,
Mamie Stanley of this city, and Mr.
and Mrs. William Boyle of Murphys-
horo, Ill., will leave today on the
steamer Georgia Lee for the. round
trip so Cincinnati, from Whence they
go to Pittsburg on the Queen aty.
Mr. William Hendrick left yester-
ddy for Smithland on business.
'Mrs. Leslie Thompson left yester-
day for Cairo •,) attend the Miller-
?vflatitingly wee that occurs Sat-
urday in thait
.Route Agent C. M. Fisher of the
Southern Express company, was
in the city from ()hie:ago visiting
hisi local manager, Captain 1-henry
Baker.
Mrs. J. E. Kizer of Rutherford,
Tenn., is here visiting !sir daughter,
Mrs. Harry Johnson Saturday the
two go to La Fayette. Ky, to visit
the! Socfnefria 6isser, Mks. S. A. Beas-
ley.
Wu 'Anna Hlarlan today goes tb
Toledo, O.. to visit her brother, Mr.
Frank IHarlan, Jr. Fro m there she
goi-s to Chicago to visit her sister,
Mrs, Heintz
Mrs. Anna Jones and her grand-
children, LOSTiSC, Lee and James Mc-
Elwee, yesterday went to Mississip-
ui and -Louisiana to spend the skim-
mer.
Mrs. Michael Conrey of Little
Rock is here visiting her mot-her,
Mrs. Dallam.
'Mr. Milton iVallerstein returned
yesterday from attending the North-
western Military academy near Chi-
cago.
Mr. F. S. S..over and family have
gorse to I otowille tp reside.
Miss enail Bah returned yester-
day from vfoto in rardwell. Ky
Nee. Peter Wildt and children go
Ok:cago today' to visit.
Ars, Dr. Iloratio Resd of Chicago
is visiting her father, Mr. Doc flays,
the barber.
Mr. Harry .Thetropson and, wife of





visiting Mrs. ll'illiam R .Jogies cf
Mechanicsbnrg .
Miss Marlette Taylor of Cairo has
-returned hone after visiting 'Miss
Rubo Sutheelarod
Mew Lamb of Jefferson street is
visaing in Central City.
Miss Ethel Sights today goes to
SOringfieki, Ill., to visit.
Mr. Bernie Dawes returned yes-
terday from Cairo.
MTS. Dr. H. P. Sights yesterday
returned from vislingett*Henderson,
Ky
Linens Orme returned yester-
day fro Beloit, Wis., where he went
R.W.W & CO.,-a
INCORPORATED.
Dreggists Fifth and Mom.
. Both Phones tn.
Maack and wife of
visiting here.tv is
phnson and daughter
g Edna Roth 
of
rine.
crman W. T. Miller, the music
has returned from Nashville.
F. L. Frazier and daughter
hine, !rave today for San An-
Texas, to join Mr. Frazier who
located there. The two former
be accompanied as far as New
Mrs. Frazier's sister,
Kelly, tnd daughter
after visiting there re-
ome here.
fessor Fletcher has decided not
ruct a children's class in physi-
ture, and has gon.: to Sprint-
ll., to participate in the chae•
a opening there next Saturday.
ydney Moore of Nashville,
lo s today after visiting
h of North Sorentle
p. ThrsIkeld went to
terday ta .?s;t.
udia L-ing !zit yesterday for
uts on the City of Saltillo,
(ening here a patty of friends who
en making the round trio.
Mrs. Lucy Davis yester.lay went
to Nashville, to visit.
Kiss Kate White yesterday went
so Hutchinson, Kan., to i•si- hers
L'ster Mrs. George 'Deane.
President John L. Vance
Ohio Valley Improvement
time was here yesterday.
Mrs. Charles Filiney is








Dr. W. If. Piecher yesterday found
in the alley behinell the. 'Colombia
4-minding his ,horse and buggy he
thought had been stolen the night
before. Th., animal strayed up the
alley.
"Crazy Jane" the patrol wagon
horse run a-..vey from the patrol house
Oeside the City Hall and was found
yesterday at Tom Allen's place near
Arcadia.
For Rent. •
11 Rod!» two story Brick Houss,
coroilth arid hiladieon. All mochr
ii
ccm-Wnierwes. Apply to Dr. A. S.
, Dabrtfy or phone No. 849.
Been Married
Several Weeks
MISS ESSIE GRAHAM AND MR
DANIEL SIMONS MARRIED
AT ATLANTA.
Miss Mary B. Jennings Will Enter-
tain Tomorrow Morniag—moO
k
Meter Gave Hay Ride. •\ •
White's Riches and
(Continued from Page One.)
Enmeshed Evelyn Nesbit.
That Stanford White was once t
he
benefactor of Mfrs. 'Karry K
endall
Thaw is. now openly admit
ted.
'White, the architect the man a
bout




of age. -Tile-girl 'was mad with t
he
joy of living in the wonderful environ-
Information has reached this city 
'Tient that New YcsnIci can create for
that several weeks ago ntiss 
Essie those whons its sybarites prepar
e to
Graham. of Atlanua, Ga., and M
r. destroy. White, the resourcefu
l, the
Daniel Simons of Rockmart, Ga.
-were married at tire bride's h
ome
city.
Mr. Simons is. the well known Pa-
altscabrin Who last year went to Rock-
marth and took the superintenden
cy
of the elactrk light plant maintained
there by the big cement faelev;
 and
managed by Thomas. J. Flour-
noy, formerly of this city. NIr. Sim-
ons is one of the most expert elec-
trical men of kihe country and has
many Paducah friends Who send con-
gratulations upon the happy event.
His bride conies from one of the
best families of Atlanta.
Morning Entertainment
Mists Nflary B. Jennings of "Oak-
lawn" in Arcadia will entertain in-
formallly tomorrow morning, in boo-
or of her guests, Misses Eliza and
Virginia Dickens of Indianapolis
Ind.
Evening Affair.
This ever...or a few fronds w
ill
be entertained by Miss Elizabeth At-
kins at Oveirhandsome home, 'White-
haven" jute beyond Arcadia.
Lawn Social.
The Newell sOciety of the Broad-
way Miethodist church ent
ertains
with its handsome lawn stscial this
evening at the residence of Mrs. Wil-
liam Eades of Jefferson near Ninth
street.
Hay Ride.
A meeker of voting folks hug-hely
enjoyed a hay ride last evening over
the city, as guest! of Miss Helen Van
Meter, who aftetwards entertained
them with s kincIteon at her ho
me
on Kentucky averrue near 
Fifth
street. Those in the jolly p
arty
were:
Misses Elizabeth Terrell, Bess
ie
Newman. of jaciason, Tenn., Anna
Hayes, Gladys Coburn, Sarah 
and
Hanna Corbett Asilee Reeves.
 Lu-
cile Hartle Eliza and Dixie. 
Hate,
Mildred Orme, Mary B. Jennings.
Mary VV1heeler, Logone Suthe
rland.
Masters Fowler Pose. John
bell. Genesee Hughsee J
ames Coc
Lynn Boyd, Jirn Breathitt. 
of oe-







The steamer Clyde got out fo
r toe
Tennessee river last evening. 
She
comes back again next Mond
ay
nigth.
The steamer Kentucky will co
me
out of the Tennessee river late
 to-
night and lay here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before departina
on her return to that waterway.
The Dunbar left yesterday %f
or
Nashville and comes back next tin-
day again
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
vilk yesterday and comes 
back
again tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkinsc comes 
in
todady from Evansville and imm
e-
diately departs on her return that
way.
The Georgia Inc gets here t
oday
en route up from Memphis to Cincl
n-
nati.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
triday and reaches here next Satur-
day on her way down to Memphis.
The steamer City of Saltillo passed
out of the Tenrressee river yesterday
morning en route back to St. Loui
s.
Yesterday afternoon the City of
Savannah left St. Louis :nd gets
tonight en route to the
Tennessee river. 
The steamer Lookout is still under-
going repairs on the dry docks, and
as soon as she is completed and l
et




man with the open purse, strings.,
posed at first as the platonic giver
of a vicarious tribute to the charms
of the stage struck, luxury loving
girl, wboce husband later slew him
with the comptmetion ordinarly dis-
played to a rattlesnake.
Stanford White was an inveterat
'.first 'tighter" at the theatres, and
his beat ran to the lighter form of
amusement, where show girls and
chorus maidens deported themselves
in attenuated groins. He was a priv-
ilegedl character around the homes
of comic opera and musical comedies
having the entree behind the scenes.
His eye for the beautiful he retained
always, and the displayed an uncom-
mon interest in young, pretty girls
of the rhorirs. It We" always Stam-
ford White, goad fellow, abotu the
show shops, and lie was generous in
his entertainments of new corners
to the ranks, especially if they were
trim of figure and -good Ito look upon.
FEAR LYNCHING.
The Cairo authorities have taken
to nurplrysboro, Ill., the negro des-
perado, Hardin Davis, who last Sun-
day shot Conductor Kessley of the
street car and also Mir. Frank Dar-
gal, the popular Paducah boy who
is in St. Miary., infirmary at the
Egyptian city with a bullet in his leg
For fear Davis may be lynched ttir
authorities took him over to Men-
phyeboro and put him in jail for
safekeepitrg.
LT YOU FORGET.
All tax-payers are nerety respect
folly reminded that the first %elf o
city taxes are now due.
Ten per cent penalty is added to
all June bills remaining unpaid July
the first. We desire *at you escape
this additional cost, sod also the a
n
noyance of waiting your turn in the
rush of the last few days. Therefo
re
we request you to kindly call at t
he
treasurer's office soon as poss
ible,







Mental, formerly propietor of 
the
National Oil Crttlepelny in thi
s city,
testified today before the referee 
in
bankruptcy that the Standa
r() Oil
compand paid him an annual 
pension
of $3.000, from 1895 to 
January of
1905. to refrain from selling 
oil and
gasoline in the Disuriet of C
olumbia.
Nicolai rays be went into 
bank-
roptcy beratwe whets the 
Standiatil
company ceased paying him
 the $3.-
000 a year it had gaine
d such A
sfronievoht and had so lo
wered the
price of oit in Wesehi
ngtrm, Making
the difference up in 
Baltimore. that





A certa,in theatrical ma
nager of
Chicago tells of an Irish pol
iceman in
that city possessing Dogbe
rry-like
traits.
On one occasion, at midni
ght, 'the
custodian of the law overhau
led a
sleep-watillter who was prome
nading
a principal thoroughfare clad
 only in
his nightrobes. When the offic
er had
awakened the unfortunate man, 
plac-
ed him under. arrest, and was 
hustling
him off to the station, the 
sleep-
walker exclaimed with indignati
on:
"Surely you are not going to l
ock
Inc up?"
"Surest thing you know!" airily 
re-
sponded the blue-coat.
"Why, man, I can't be held respon
-
sible for the predicament 'you find 
me
int I airs 4,111., isf r 
"Sure, it makes no difference what
church ye belong to," sharply 
re-
turned the officer; "ye can't parade





I have said a controling interest in "Watts
 Boulevard"
from 25th street to agth street and facing the pa
rk on a7th
street and afith street, to the Thomas C. Leech In
vestment Co.
The lots remaining have been withdrawn from 
the market
and are not for sale. GEO. C. HUG
HES.
Paducah, Ky., June 14th, 1906. 
NEWRESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICES
To Home Buyers:
We have bought our choice of the lots a
nd blocks on "Watts Boule-
vard" and around the park after fully satisfyi
ng ourselves that this is the
most liberally arranged addition to Paducah and
 especially well located for'
suburban homes in the near future. "W
atts Boulevard" in con-
nection with the easy slopes facing 
east on 28th street
up to Broadway is well adapted 
to meet the demands
of "Greater Paducah" fos high class 
residences. At the pres-
ent time homes costing float *maw= inirs;0
00.00 are losated where Adz
street ends at Broadway. "Watts Boulevard
" lots are 50 to es feet lion'
iso feet deep, alleys ao feet wide, sidewalks x5 f
eet wide- and streets dr
feet wide from curb to curb. IMPROVED B
ROADV•AV IS ONLY
es FEET WIDE FROM CURS TO CUR
B WITH la- FOOT SIDE-
WALKS. We am prepared to f
urnish lots to individuals
it full block, of 8 lots to cong
enial parties wishing to.
form their own neighborhood. We will c
ataract to lay dawn streets and:
sidewalks to suit—and improve lots ready t
o build—can furnish lawn 1
or in grand cid finest trees. The park fa
ces aoo feet on "Watts B
irard"—full block—and is arranged for exclus
ive use of owners of tkesor
lots. No house can be built on this property co
ating lees than llt,00e.00--•
the restriction may be higher—resideuce pur
poses only. Under the above
conditions a lot in this addition is well wo
rth having. Call on us at
Room ns, first floor letaternity Building. see 
the plat and let as explain
the unexcelled possibilities of this exceptional pr
operty.
THE THOMAS C LEECH INVESTMENT CO
.
T. C. Leech Cisnaral Manager
.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemete
ry WO* oK
Green River Siz V
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET fi
r M




URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: 
does use be•
come dark and discolored .
LET MB TSZL YON MORE ABOUT IT t I t
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, zeal TRIMBLE ST., PADU
CAH. ET.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in OR
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
Mut to Kentucky Theatre on North Fif
th street they can s eve yoi.
mossy, and take your old wheel in otehange. WE
 WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAN
D BICYCLE&
Remember this is the cheapest house in tow
n on Bicyias and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished. fer any m
ake of wheel. Expert
machinists in our repair shag. AP work gua
ranteed.
I have moved my stock of jlEelry
from 428 Broadway to 311 Witisao
way. Call to vee me.
J. L WANK 
Votice.
Parties having claims against
H. Ingram, deceased, will please file
same properly proven at once,
GEO. RAWLEIGH, Executor,
Get North Sixth street
I have moved in, stook IX jewelry
from 428 Broadway to 311 Br
oad-
way. Call to see me.
J WANNER.
Notice to Contractors.
-- Rids will he rec.eivcdi at the
 office
of the architect A. L. Lassi
ter, Padu-
cah, Ky., up to 1:31, p. m., July
 7th,
r906 and then turned over and
 open-
ed by the fiscal court of 
MeCzaeleen
county, Kentucky, for the 
erection of
* sanitarium, for said fiscal court of.
county.' Said huilthngs to be lo.
carted 400 jrares of? the 
road, 31/; miles from Paducah, Ky.' A\
certified check for Opp shall acco
r.
peer each Se4:4:hecks to tie •
made payable to Ak. L. Laseiter, of
lifeCraclocn cameo. Ky. In ease the.
succeseful bidder sibekl fail to 
enter
into a satisfactory contract and
 ex-
ecute an arceptaSsIts bond his c
heck
shall be fi-irfeifed tis said A. L. 
Las-
siter and het& a. litorklated d
amages.
Ail othet cheviots to be reterned
. The




N., C. & St. L Reduced Late* 
for
the Fourth of July.
The N., C. & S. L. Ry. announcee
that for the Fourth of Jully tick
ets
Will be on sale July and, yd and
4th, Irritit jury atti.-wr-ixtrtf-frvitr-
ail--
points in the seetheast, including St.
Louis, Mo., at one and en
e-third






Coall for wagonsgaalevator Blot 
h crePle:)? hones 25 4.
Fo
SOltriotOt-of nest Keirtuckv Coal. Co.awg.
••0.1
41
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